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FOREWORD

Celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the JSU Writing Project, twelve teachers
of various disciplines from Alabama and Georgia met to expand their horizons. In the
sultry heat of an Alabama July, our leaders greeted us with words of encouragement that
helped to ease any apprehension and self-doubt. Despite the first two weeks of no air
conditioning, the constant barrage of noises from the men on the roof, and the smell of
tar filtering through the hallways, we became fast friends. We laughed, cried,
demonstrated, wrote, shared, ate, wrote, ate, wrote, and ate and wrote some more.
Throughout this time of enlightenment, we surprised ourselves and found great pleasure
in our newly found writers' voices. In the end, this reserved group of teacher fellows left
with a vast array of knowledge and a confidence that will enable each of us not only to
expand our own horizons but those of our students as well.
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9:00-9:30

Journal Readings
Announcements
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9:30-11:00

Teacher Demo

11:00-12:00

Writing, Response to Demo
Reading
Research

12:00-1:00

Lunch

1:00-3:15

Reading, Writing, Research (M, W, F)
Response Groups (T, Th)

3:15-4:00

Round Table Discussions
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Special Events
July 8

July 18
July 22

Guest Presenter--Dr. Kim Patterson: "But Where Do I Start My
Stmy?: Writing Leads"
Luncheon--President's Dining Room

Lunch at "The Barn"
Alumni Refresher
Guest Presenter--Nancy Anderson: "Writing Partnerships"

Luncheon--Houston Cole Library

Special Events (2)

July 24

Picnic at JSU Alumni House Pavilion

July 30

Graduation

Jacksonville State University Writing Project
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Suellen Brown
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Multicultural Focus on African American Literature
(Newspaper Article Research and Taste Fest)
The rationale behind this particular assignment is to incorporate diversity into the
language arts curriculum through an intense study of African American literary figures
and customs. The Newspaper Article Research provides an alternative to the traditional
research paper. Students explore a topic or person and present the information in the
form of a front-page newspaper article. The Taste Fest engages students in one of the
basic elements of any culture--its food. Students sample traditional African American
cuisine. After each sample, students display prior knowledge of adjectives by using them
on a chart to describe each food sample.
Enithie Bradford

Get Off the Bus
For students to learn from instruction, they must involve themselves in and
experience the process. The objective of this lesson is for the student to write a fiveparagraph character analysis of one of the three major characters in Hawthorne's The
Scarlet Letter. First, students make a poster called Know Thyself. They make a collage
to illustrate at least three aspects of their character. Next, after a lecture on the attributes
of a flat character and a round character, students cluster and write a personal vignette
about their favorite material possession. Then, the students begin to read Hawthorne's
novel. To create interest and greater understanding, students are given the materials
needed to embroider their own scarlet letters. They decide what their sins are and then,
using a thesaurus and/or dictionary, elevate the diction. For example, if a student thinks
he is lazy, he will use the word "slothful," thereby selecting an "S" for the letter he will
embroider. After their needlework is done, students wear their letters for one day at
school, choosing to disclose what the letter signifies or not. This progression of activities
prepares students for the character analysis they will write. Because they have involved
themselves in the process at several points in the assignment, they are more prepared to
write their papers.
Suellen Brown

Pretzel Man
The Pretzel Man activity teaches students the three basic phases of matter and
how they can change from one form into another. They will see a solid become a liquid,
a liquid become a gas, a gas become a liquid, and associate the correct phase change with
each. Most individuals learn when they participate in an activity. This activity enables
students to grasp the knowledge that freezing is not dependent on temperature, especially
when they see the chocolate harden on the pretzel. As a result of this activity, students
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will understand that phase changes deal with the movement of molecules. It is a great
activity for reinforcing vocabulary as well as difficult concepts.
Jackie Campbell
The Allure of Authors
This demonstration detailed author studies and ways to use them in the classroom.
I showed an example of an author study chart using Eric Carle. The book Little Cloud,
by Eric Carle, was read to the group. Then, everyone made clouds out of cotton balls and
described them. Using a star student of the week board was discussed. A bulletin board
with a "Star Student" chart can stay up all year. A student is chosen each week to be the
star student. The star is interviewed, and the class writes about that person one day
during the week. When the class is doing an author study, the author can be the star of
the week. Author studies and star student activities can be adapted to any grade level.
Heather Church
Creating Characters and Using Short Story Elements
After discussing how characters play a major role in the short story, teachers were
encouraged to give oral examples of story elements such as beginning, middle, and end
or having only one plot and theme. In detail, the use of the sandwich method of teaching
and showing was used as a vivid metaphor of the way students write, giving reason to
their writing. By creating a "sandwich," teachers were able to visualize the pre-writing
process used in my classroom where students began to understand the importance of
holding the details together by having both a good beginning and ending to their story.
Profile sheets were also modeled and used in place of a web technique. It was explained
that this activity could be used to teach of character development for both poems and
stories. For this particular exercise, fellows chose to write poems. Participants worked
diligently on these two writing pieces and shared one orally while the other was
displayed.
Vicki Everett
Portfolio, Schmortfolio: Priority or Plain Phooey
and
Goofy Grammar Games
Teachers are inundated by professional organizations urging them to use
portfolios in the classroom, for both students and themselves. Many feel pressured to
institute some kind of portfolio system, but choosing the right one is almost as difficult
as picking a name for a new baby. Yet, it can be done if teachers focus on classroom
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needs. In addition, using some time and money-saving tips can diminish what seems like
a Herculean task of creating, using, and maintaining portfolios. Henceforth, there is more
time for other activities, namely goofy grammar games. Whether creating their own,
using some from books, or borrowing from a colleague, teachers can introduce or
reinforce some grammar concepts through amusing games.
Kimberly C. Gomez
Creation by Reflection:
Using Professional Models for Student Writing
This demonstration uses "Mother to Son" by Langston Hughes as a model for
students' development of a poem comparable in form, content, and length. Students
identify the "arena" or "frame," the metaphors, the speaker, and the recipient of "Mother
to Son." Then through the processes of brainstorming and prewriting, students create
arenas, metaphors, speakers, and recipients for their own poems in which messages of
motivation and encouragement are developed through the images. Students write poems
through their own voices, such as "Sister to Sister," "Friend to Friend," "Player to
Coach," and "Boyfriend to Girlfriend," or through the voice of someone else, such as
"Grandmother to Granddaughter," "Teacher to Student," "Father to Son," and "Employer
to Employee." Professional models serve as examples for students to follow when they
create their poems.
Denise Haskins
"Dear Master Sergeant Freeman": Writing Friendly Letters
This demonstration is based on a lesson of writing friendly letters to a person in
military service. Many different approaches to pen pal letter writing are discussed, and
examples are presented. Participants are asked to fill out an All About Me page to help
get ideas for writing introduction letters, and letters are written to the person on their left.
The lesson is then presented in which students write a letter to a serviceman. Background
information is discussed, and pictures from e-mail are shown to help familiarize the
group with the person to whom they are writing. Brainstorming helps to give ideas for
writing. These are put on the board as prompts. The letters are sent to the military person,
who sends a reply to the teacher for the class. Writing the letters becomes a more
personal activity with the publication of a picture and article in a local community
newspaper. Other ideas for writing letters are then discussed, and information sheets are
distributed to the participants.
Charlotte Hindman
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Sketch to Stretch
This demonstration focuses on ways to integrate the reading and writing
connection while implementing "before," "during," and "after" reading strategies.
Students are provided with a booklet to record various information obtained from a
guided reading lesson. For this lesson, the students read a picture book entitled Sweet
Dried Apples: A Vietnamese Wartime Childhood by Rosemary Breckler. "Before"
reading activities include visualizing, illustrating, descriptive writing, and predicting.
"During" reading activities include guided reading instruction, discussion, and writing
connections recorded in the booklet. After reading, more opportunities are given for
writing, reflection, discussion, self-evaluation, and art connections. This entire activity
takes place over a period of one week's class sessions. The Sketch to Stretch activity
holds students accountable for their learning and reflection. It also serves as a means for
students to remain active rather than passive during the reading process. This strategy is
easily modified/adapted to fit any content area, most topics, and grade levels.
Lisa Light
The Power of Power Point: A Technological Approach to Teaching Writing
This demonstration focused on the use of Power Point presentations in teaching
students of all ages to write. Demonstrations for all academic areas and functional levels
were shown. These Power Point examples were evidence of the many uses of this
computer program for teaching any content. It can be used in creative ways by adding
graphics and word art, or with text only, for giving notes. The teacher fellows went into
the lab and actually created Power Points to use in their own classrooms. The formats
varied from "All About Me" to Tennessee Williams. The uses of Power Point are only
as limited as one's imagination.
Karla McArthur
Get into the Groove
The focus of this demonstration is using music as a stimulus for writing in all
content areas. "Heroes" was the central theme. First, participants took five minutes to
brainstorm on who are heroes and why. Second, they listened to "Hero," sung by Mariah
Carey, as a continuation of the prewriting process. Participants followed lyrics, searching
for descriptive words and phrases related to heroes. Next, participants responded to preselected discussion questions. Separating into small groups, participants discussed
question responses and compiled a common list of descriptive words to be displayed at
the front of the room. Finally, participants individually prepared a written piece about a
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hero of their choice. The music-to-teach writing concept can be used in all content areas
and at all grade levels.
Leslie Smith
Recipes for Writing

The ingredients that go into successful writing include children's literature. The
demonstration focused on how children's books can spark student writing. The class was
involved in an activity based on the book Whingdingdilly by Bill Peet. A variety of
activities was shared, from books based on Michael Jordan to literature that teaches math
concepts. The conclusion of the demonstration switched gears to deal with the Alabama
Writing Assessment. Being a fifth grade teacher for several years has given me the
experience to share tips and teclmiques to help children score higher on this prompt
writing. The fellows were involved in an activity that had us webbing about our favorite
restaurant.
Michelle Williams
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Bradford 15
I Didn't Know I Loved So Many Things
I didn't know I loved
The silence of the first major snowfall,
Or the humidity of a hot summer day,
Or the warmth of my husband lying next to me.
I didn't know I loved
The slurpy sound that babies make when they nurse
Or suck pacifiers
Or the splatter of water on my face

When I drank from a hosepipe as a child.
I didn't know I loved
The exhilaration that I felt
When I received my first teaching job offer
Or the exhaustion I feel after a long-distance run.

I didn't know I loved
The sight of children reading independently
Or the sound in my children's voices when they beg to stay awake
To read the last chapter of a book.
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I didn't know I loved
To hear the sound of crushing cans
As my childhood friends and I prepared to play hopscotch
Or the sound in my mother's voice
When she called me in for dinner.
I didn't know I loved
The smell of books, pencils, and paper
Or the coolness of the keys
To my first classroom.
There are so many things I didn't know I loved,
Yet I take them for granted by not thinking about them
Until I need the words to fill space on a piece of paper
Fora poem.
(I didn't know I loved writing poems!)
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Drawing the Grade
"So, what you're saying is you want us to draw a cartoon story, right now--during
class?" one of my students excitedly exclaimed.
I replied, "That's exactly what I want you to do. Since drawing seems to be such
a fetish among so many students, I have decided to incorporate it into our curriculum. I
will now provide you with guidelines for the assignment."
They could not believe it--drawing for a grade. This assignment earned me some
serious "down-widdit" points from my seventh-grade students. What they didn't know
was that they were about to embark upon a new way to incorporate dialogue into
narrative writing.
After observing, on many occasions, students drawing during class time, I
decided to incorporate drawing into my curriculum. The majority of my "resident artists"
were drawing their favorite television, cartoon, or video game characters while, though
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few in number, some were actually "drawing" their class notes. After observing the
latter, an idea that I read as an undergraduate came to mind--illustrating word meanings.
Since we studied a new list of vocabulary words biweekly, I would allow my
students to illustrate the meanings of words, in addition to looking up the definitions in a
dictionary and paraphrasing them. I explained the difference between graphics (symbols)
and art (pictures, cartoons, etc. )-and that both were acceptable. Students did not have to
draw detailed illustrations. They could simply draw a symbol for the word that reminded
them of the meaning. The illustrations could be as elaborate as students wanted them to
be, without losing sight of the focus of the assignment.
To avoid clutter, I suggested that each word be done on a separate note card.
They were free to purchase note cards at their own expense; however, keeping in mind
the economic constraints some of my students faced, I taught them how to make note
cards using notebook paper or copy paper ( of which I provided a certain number of
sheets per student).
This assignment was extremely successful. Vocabulary test scores improved, and
students had fun while learning. However, no good thing lasts forever. Students bore
easily--even of things that are fun! Therefore, I had to find alternative, but equally or
more interesting, strategies for teaching vocabulary. I did manage to continue
incorporating art/graphics into my lessons. One way was through a writing activity
involving dialogue.
After little success teaching students to write using dialogue and after watching
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my son incessantly draw cartoons, I decided to use cartoons to teach students how to
write using dialogue. To start, I gave them a writing prompt, which usually involved a
story we were reading. Students had to draw a ten-frame (maximum) cartoon about the
prompt, with dialogue. After completing the cartoon, students then transferred the
dialogue from the cartoons to prose. This way, it was much easier for them to understand
such rules as starting a new paragraph each time the speaker changes. The activity was an
immediate success. Again, students were learning and having fun, at the same time.
Because drawing is the "in thing" among middle school students, allowing them
to incorporate it into learning drastically decreased the incidents of students drawing
during my class. It helped me keep students on task and provided an opportunity for me
to observe just how talented some of my "resident artists" really are. I actually had fun
grading papers, for a change!
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Who Would Have Known?
It's been said that opposites attract. Such was the case with Omar and Sarah.
Omar was a tall, lanky fellow of thirteen years. He was always in a pleasant mood,
always said "ma' am" and "sir" when addressing adults, and rarely needed to be
reprimanded beyond the usual requests from a teacher to a seventh grade student. Omar
seemed to be well liked; however, I would not classify him as a popular student. He was
easy to please. He never whined for a particular color or flavor candy when I distributed
treats; he never complained about having too much or too little school work; and, despite
the fact that he lived in an orphanage, was part of the Special Education Program, and
was several grade levels behind his peers, he completed every assignment he received.
Until I implemented a new seating arrangement due to excessive chatter in my seventh
period class, Omar would come to my desk or raise his hand for help when he needed it-which was often. One day, at the end of the class period, I realized that Omar had not
requested my assistance, and we had completed a fairly challenging lesson that day. So I
went by his desk to inquire ifhe needed assistance with the night's homework
assignment. He replied, ''No, ma'am, Sarah helped me today." Sarah was his new class
neighbor.
Sarah was slightly taller and of a larger build than the average thirteen year old.
She was also unusually mature academically and socially. She was fairly popular among
peers of her intellectual ability. She was in the gifted program, her mom taught high
school across the lot from our middle school, and her dad taught at a nearby college. She

I
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was athletic, participating in both fast-pitch softball and soccer. Sarah was clearly at the
head of her class, never needing assistance with assignments, and, on occasion, catching
my mistakes before I did. It would have been easy for her to simply ignore Omar, but she
didn't. She detected his need for individualized help and responded, continuing to do so
for many months. The day before the Christmas break, she brought him a gift. When his
grandmother died, she made a special card for him. They had become friends.
One spring day, Sarah arrived to class to find Omar's seat empty. He had not
missed any days of school, so Sarah felt compelled to inquire about his absence. She had
not heard. How could she have known--since I had heard only hours before? Omar had
been placed in yet another foster home the night before, this time in the Atlanta area. He
was not warned of the move, just packed up and shipped off like a piece of cargo.
Without a word, Sarah returned to her seat and began the daily warm-up lesson, which
she would have surely had to help Omar with. She got out the text that she and Omar
shared and completed her grammar lesson. She organized her notebook, as she had
helped Omar do so many times before. She daydreamed during afternoon
announcements, when she would normally be very attentive for fear of missing necessary
information. When the bell rang, she came by my podium and said, "I missed Omar
II ,

I

today, did you?" I responded that I did.
She turned toward the car-rider ramp. I'm sure that she had an endless number of
questions to ask and felt an array of emotions, as I had. Yet, she barely managed to
murmur, "Good bye, Mrs. Bradford." I waved, though she could not see me. I was
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speechless. My heart filled with simultaneous emotions. I felt sorrow for Omar having to
be placed in another home; I felt sadness for them both having lost a friend; and I felt joy
for the two "opposites" who found each other in my class.

I
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Maya Angelou

A Phenomenal Woman
Tall as a Cypress Strong
Give Her a Glass of Water Fo' She Die,
Cause Aint No Stoppin' Her Now.
She Go'n Ride That Glory Train Right Into the Here-and-Foreafta'.
Wouldn't Take Nothin' For Her Journey, Now.
Take Her To the Water.
"Rise, Sally, Rise!" - You Tall Sassy Tree.
Strong Black Woman
And You Know What They Say ...
The Blacker the Berry, the Sweeter the Juice.
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Farm Products
Long ago, there was a young pilot who returned from the war in a place overseas,
which was a far cry from the tranquil, red-dirt farm in Randolph County were he was
raised. He bought a dry cleaners in Pell City, and soon he fell in love. She was an
import, a sapphire-eyed blonde from Virginia. To him, she was beautiful and pure and
the perfect choice for his wife and the mother of his children. He bought her an
engagement ring and offered it to her one night when they were alone in her family's
living room. When she opened the blue velvet box, she stared open-eyed at the diamond
ring inside. She tried very hard not to let her disappointment show, but she couldn't.
Tears began to creep from her eyes down her cheeks.
Oh, Lord, he thought. "What's the matter?"
"It's so tiny," she responded to the quizzical look on his face. Watching him
carefully, she could not see what his reaction to her unappreciative comment was.
Within seconds, he sprang to his feet and began to pace back and forth in front of the
sofa where she sat. He began to rub his chin with his right hand, a gesture she was to see
many times in the years to come.
Reverting to his agrarian roots, he turned to her and spoke: "Why, don't you
worry about that for one minute. You wait and see. One day I'll buy you a diamond as
big as a horse's hoof!" Reassured, she knew it was true.
On a morning after several years had passed, after she had hemmed a thousand
pairs of pants belonging to the good citizens of Pell City, she noticed that he had been
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missing from the cleaners from a couple of hours. When he returned, he was ready to go
to lunch. At their home, he took her to their bedroom and asked her to sit on the sofa as
he sat beside her, recreating a moment from the past. From his pocket, he withdrew the
small blue velvet box he had kept all those years. Opening it, she found within the most
beautiful diamond she had ever seen. It sparkled and glittered as he slipped it on her
finger.
Many years later, after he had gone, I removed the ring from her slender finger as
she lay in a coma. I knew that within hours she would no longer be with me and my
younger sister. Late in the night after her funeral, I sat alone, not able to sleep, on the
sofa in my living room. I saw a car turn, in the driveway, and soon my sister in her
nightgown, joined me. I thought she had come, languishing in grief. However, in a few
minutes she disclosed her true purpose. She told me that Momma had come to her in a
dream, telling her that she wanted her to have the ring. I went into my bedroom and
removed the ring from my jewelry box. I put it in her open hand. I told her that she
could have Momma's ring; but before we did anything else, we would buy another ring,
just like Momma's. I never believed her story about the dream, but I was tolerant. I
was, after all, the oldest.
Now, we both have the diamonds. We think of all the cleaning and pressing and
sewing, and we appreciate the hard work they did. When we're together and no one else
is around, we look at our rings and laugh. We have two horses' hooves. He would like
that!

Brown26
Give Our Regards to Broadway
Teaching poetry sometimes gets tedious, especially if the students must read
textbook poetry that often is not relevant to them. How can I cause my sophomores to be
inspired and comforted by Bryant's "Thanatopsis" when I am not? However, find a topic
the teacher is passionate about, and the student's nurtured interest will follow suit and
develop into excitement.
The moment of discovery is often unexpected and unintentional. I took both my
children, ages six and sixteen, to see the Birmingham Broadway Series play Cats and was
amazed at how involved in the action on stage they were. After the play, they both
talked about different elements for quite some time. The sixteen-year-old was enthralled
by the personalities of the cats and Andrew Lloyd Webber's remarkable feline music.
The younger, a boy, was impressed with Shimbleshank's train construction and Rum
Tum Tugger's pants. Pleased they had appreciated the play, I began to think ofmy
students and how they would relish the chance to see a play that could be fun and
provide a learning opportunity.
"Get to work," I told myself. "Develop a unit; this will be exciting." I searched
to discover a source for the book Ole' Possum's Book ofPractical Cats* by T. S. Eliot, a
Nobel Laureate. I wrote a grant and received funds to buy a classroom set for my
students. I bought a CD of the soundtrack of the play. From the CD cover, I typed the
words to songs that were part of the play, but not included in Ole' Possum**.
•Eliot composed the poems for the children of his New York publisher. Later, his friends convinced him to publish them,
uuoyd•Webber and Trever Nun visited Eliot's widow in London to discuss rights for producing a play from his cat poems, While
they :were there, she gave them an old shoebox containing unfinished poems and Eliot's own idea for a play about the famous cats.
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I found a source for Cats memorabilia and bought a shirt to wear on the first day of
teaching. From the playbill, I discovered the name of the production company in New
York, The Really Useful Company, and wrote asking if they had any really useful
classroom information. Miraculously, they sent me a teacher's guide and a student
workbook for use prior to and after seeing the show. I read that Manhattan's inner-city
students receive tickets, gratis, and have backstage tours before they watch the play. I
found a short film produced by the Discovery Channel about the hundreds of cats that
roam the streets and alleys of London, the setting for the play and the place where Eliot
lived when he wrote the poems. The world was full of resources.
I began to plan a road trip to Atlanta-what fun! The touring company's schedule
showed them booked at the Fox Theater in January of the next year. I became fast
friends with Henry Rowe, the group ticket salesperson at the theater. Convinced that I
would truly get the tickets for the Saturday matinee, he reserved a block of eighty seats in
rows five through eight in the center section of the theater (best seats in the house)
without any monetary guarantee. I cajoled him into arranging a backstage tour for my
kids. "But Mrs. Brown, they've never done that before. I don't know." I did not care;
those Fox people needed to get with the program. Next, I called the bus company and
reserved transportation. The pieces of this jaunt were falling into place.
When I began to study the poems, I was astounded by the sheer magnitude of
learning experiences in them. Every kind of figurative language, from simile to
hyperbole to apostrophe, could be found. In addition, there were allusions that took me
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hours and hours to discover the meanings. Near the end of the play, Old Deuteronomy
sends Grizabella to the "Heavyside Layer," which is the cat equivalent of heaven. The
Kennelly Heavyside Layer is a name for the ionosphere, which is located at an altitude
that varies from thirty to two hundred fifty miles above the earth. Of course, Old
Deuteronomy is the cat-god, who is aptly named for one of the four books oflaw in the
Bible. The opportunities were unlimited.
As soon as we studied the first poem and played Lloyd-Webber's musical
interpretation of it, the students were hooked. We read and studied and sang for almost a
week and left on Saturday morning for our trek to Peachtree Street. When the students
walked into the Fox and beheld the beautiful architecture and star-lit ceiling, they were
awestruck. Backstage, they saw the magical Mr. Mistoffelees'* fiber-optic jacket. One
actor showed them how he applied his cat makeup and put a yak-hair cat wig on one
student's head. At the beginning of the show, the cats run into the darkened house with
their eyes glowing. Because Henry had arranged for wonderful seats, they scampered to
my students, staring them in the face. These children saw their cats come to life and sing
and dance and frolic for two hours. It was an experience they will not soon forget.
After Atlanta that cold Saturday, I took my students to Birmingham and Atlanta
for two more years. Then, I decided we were ready for the Big Apple. We explored
Broadway and many other wonders in that metropolis. A year later, sophomores, juniors,
seniors, parents, chaperones, and this happy teacher crossed the Atlantic and visited
•named for Mephistopheles, the devil in Marlowe's Dr. Faustus
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London and its famous West End.
Broadening a student's horizons, seeing discovery in his eyes, and creating
unforgettable memories are the apex of the teaching experience. This kind of response
occurs only when a teacher has true passion for her subject. Eliot's cats no longer
scamper on the stage in Manhattan, but I am searching for my students' and my next
great adventure.

I.
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Precious Stones
My Granny Ramsey's house was an old white house with a rusty tin roof. As I
recall the hot, lazy summer days I spent at Granny's house, my heart fills with emotion.
It was a lonely old place, small, with white shingles and a front porch, and a
smokehouse not thirty feet from the house. My summer days were spent here with
Granny and Papaw because Mama had to work. My granny and papaw always awoke
early. Granny prepared a big, scrumptious breakfast of biscuits, bacon or sausage, eggs,
and gravy. Granny was a portly woman, and her stomach would jiggle when she laughed.
Everyday, she wore a full slip covered by a soft, cotton duster and permeated the air with
an endearing, pleasant smell of powder. My papaw was of medium build and wore
overalls and a hat like Dick Tracy's. Every time he went out, he grabbed his gray flannel
hat that was worn with age. Neither of these aged people could drive; I don't know if
Papaw ever tried to learn. I often thought, if Papaw could drive, we could go see the
people whom we wanted to visit us, and we wouldn't be lonely. Sometimes, Papaw
would walk to the store; I think he wanted to visit with someone just as badly as I wanted
a friend or cousin to play with.
My papaw and I would walk down to the chicken pen to gather eggs. Some of
them were brown, and some were off-white. They were not like the ones Mama got at the
grocery store. The pen was far removed from the house because Granny didn't like the
flies that it drew. She would always yell," Keep the door closed; you're letting flies in!"
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I remember the beautiful flowers of pinks, purples, reds, and whites surrounding
the front porch as my papaw and I would sit, trying to keep cool, in the old green metal
glider that had been painted probably one-hundred times. As we would sit watching for
the occasional traveler, hoping that someone would stop and relieve the lonely, homesick
feeling that only the very young and the very old can experience when there is no one to
play with or visit, my papaw would play with my hair, moving a strand behind my ear
and back again. This heartwarming touch served to strengthen and develop a bond of
love between granddaughter and grandfather. Granny would interrupt this sweet, yet
lonesome time, and I would help her water her flowers. She would always pour the tea
grounds onto her plants, and I knew she already had dinner underway.
Dinner at Granny's house was just as generous as breakfast: fried chicken,
mashed potatoes, green beans, com, slaw, cornbread or leftover biscuits, gravy, and
blackberry cobbler. I'm sure these large meals came from the old days when they farmed
and the hope that any one of her nine children and their brood would drop in.
Sometimes, Granny would let me help her with the dishes, but most of the time, she
wanted me to get on out of her way.
I will never forget the time I found the most beautiful ruby jewelry set at the 5 &
l O Store. It had a ring, a bracelet and a necklace, and it only cost one dollar and ninetynine cents. My mother would not buy it. I feel sure her reasons had to do with the fact
that she did not have the money or that she knew the jewels I so loved would
immediately turn my appendages green. On Monday, when I went to Granny's house
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again, I told Papaw about my great find. I was so excited, yet filled with desperation,
knowing these beautiful jewels were out of my reach. I would never be beautiful. Mama
said ''No." Even so, my excitement was not deterred; with hazel eyes flashing a smile and
an abundance of laughter, I continued to expound on the exquisiteness of my coveted
prize. As the day lingered, Papaw with hat in hand said, "Mommy, I'll be back in a little
while; I'm going to the store." When Papaw returned, he called me outside to our
favorite spot, the old green glider, and handed me a brown paper sack. I was so excited;
Papaw had bought me a prize. As I opened the bag, my heart began to race; my mouth
opened wide with a great squeal of emotion; it was my beautiful bracelet set. I couldn't
believe it! My papaw bought me my most enviable treasure; all my friends would love it.
I turned to him and gave him a big hug and kiss and thanked him ever so many times.
Mama came in from work; I could hardly show her my jewelry set for dancing around
with excitement. Her smile gave way to approval. I think giving me this special prize
brought as much pleasure to my papaw as receiving it did for me.
As an adult, I think back on those times I considered my loneliest existence with
an engulfing longing to once again spend five minutes with those two old people. That
same homesick feeling continues to haunt me when I think of them; how I yearn to tell
them "I love you," and "Thank you for the care and joy with which you blanketed my
life." They have become for me what those divine rubies, those desired imitation gems,
once were. They mark the beginning of precious stones in my life.
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"PRETZEL MAN''
Writing! Writing! Writing! That is all I ever hear. Why this insistence on writing
across the curriculum? Don't they know I am a science teacher? I'm not an English
teacher.
As a science teacher, I have tried to find an effective means of incorporating
writing into my classes. One of my most successful methods is integrating writing
assignments through lab activities. One particular activity in which my students practice
their writing skills is "Pretzel Man." Students really enjoy this demonstration, not
realizing until the completion of the activity that they have learned their vocabulary
words and have grasped an understanding of concepts or scientific phrases.
This activity introduces the kinetic molecular theory, the three basic states of
matter--solids, liquids, gases--freezing point, melting point, freezing, melting, boiling,
evaporation and condensation. As students take notes, I can see the lack of understanding
. in their faces (Kinetic molecular theory??? Who cares?).
When the demonstration begins, I display a square of chocolate and water. They
have to identify, define, and differentiate which state of matter these are by molecular
structure. I use a hot plate and a double boiler to melt the chocolate. "The chocolate
begins melting; it was once a solid; what is causing it to change from one state of matter
to another?" At this point, the looks of boredom change to "Aha!" As the chocolates
melt, the students see how a solid becomes a liquid. They also see steam rising from the
double boiler. They are asked what is happening to the water and why. When the
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chocolate is completely melted, I dip the pretzels into the liquid chocolate and place them
onto wax paper. In minutes, the students can see how the liquid chocolate has reached its
freezing point and becomes a solid once again. Students are asked to memorize the
freezing and boiling points of water in Celsius and Fahrenheit degrees. They are asked,
"Are all freezing and boiling points the same for all substances? Why?"
Their assignment is to write a lab report on the kinetic molecular theory,
explaining the previously listed terms. They can convert the report into a funny story
about "Pretzel Man," or it can be serious. Bonus points are given to the most accurate,
funny story regarding "Pretzel Man." As students are writing, I am passing out chocolate
covered pretzel men for them to eat and enjoy.
This activity can be adapted or modified for different grade levels. It provides an
easy means of ascertaining concepts or terms. "Pretzel Man" has been one of the most
enjoyable and rewarding activities for my students as well as for me. One of the greatest
achievements for a teacher is being able to communicate knowledge, when he/she knows
"the lights are on and someone is home." Students are able to learn their dreaded
vocabulary terms, I have incorporated writing into my science class, and students get to
enjoy the delicious, delectable "Pretzel Man."
The following is the recipe used to make these chocolate covered pretzel treats:
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Recipe for Pretzel Man
Ingredients
5 ( 10 ounce) package pretzels or 1 large bag of pretzels
2 tablespoons and 1-1/2 teaspoons heavy whipping cream ( optional)
5 cups semisweet chocolate chips or 1 package of almond bark
1.

2.

Melt chocolate and cream in double boiler over low heat, stirring constantly (I use
a hot plate for a source of heat in my classroom).
Dip pretzels one at a time, quickly, to coat while mixture is still very warm.
Place pretzels on wax paper to set and cool.
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Author Studies
By successfully using author studies with my first grade students, I have found
that children are very interested in learning about authors. They like to know who wrote
the books they are reading. They often find that they can relate in some way to the author
we're studying. An author study is an excellent tool to expose children to many elements
of writing.
I begin the author study by choosing an author who has written several books
suitable for reading aloud. I prefer authors who have written a variety of books with
different characters and plots. I once did an author study on Norman Bridwell, which was
not very successful because all of his books were about the same character, Clifford.
However, I had great success with Eric Carle and Dr. Seuss.
After choosing the author, I select books to use and gather personal information
about the author to share with my class. I tell them whom we will study and give them
ideas about where to find information about the author, such as books and the Internet.
They are not required to do research, but most students will, with their parents' help.
Then I make an author study chart to use and display throughout the study. I make the
chart out of a large piece of bulletin board paper. On the chart, we record information
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about plot, setting, and characters for each book we read. An example of the chart
follows:
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Title

1

I

Plot

I

Characters

I

Setting

I

I

I also plan a writing activity to correspond with each book. Writing assignments
may be responding to the literature, writing their own version of the story, or making an
art project to write about. For example, when reading Little Cloud, by Eric Carle, I
give students a piece of blue construction paper with writing paper attached to the
bottom. They use white paint to make a cloud on the blue paper and write about what
their clouds look like on the writing paper. I publish these on the wall as part of our
author study and later make them into a class book. When reading A House for Hermit
Crab, we write about where we would tell him to live and why.
In another effective author study activity, I have a birthday party every March for
Dr. Seuss. We dress up like our favorite Dr. Seuss character and invite guests to read hls
books to the class. We read Green Eggs and Ham and then eat green eggs and ham. We
do a lot of rhyming activities with Dr. Seuss because many ofhls books rhyme, such as
The Cat in The Hat and One Fish. Two Fish. Red Fish. Blue Fish.
Author studies can be adapted for any age and ability level. Older students may
add columns to the chart, such as problem, solution, symbolism, imagery, and theme.
They may grasp a deeper meaning of poetry by studying poets. Older students may also
compare and contrast authors.
Author studies are interesting ways to expose children to many authors and genres
ofliterature. When the studies are complete, children enjoy writing to the authors they
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have studied. Occasionally, the authors write back. Many reading and writing activities
across the curriculum can be incorporated into an author study.
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Blessed
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An airport
A phone call
A frantic daughter
Panic
Questions

Shots had been fired
A guardian angel
Protected
Days in a hospital

A daddy
So strong
So loved
Almost taken away

I.
I

1 ;

Life in a new light
Fragile
Guarded
Blessed
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Cousin to Cousin
Well, cousin, I'll tell you:
Life for me has been a summer at Mommaw's.
I've had spaghetti and meatballs,
And Italian cream cake,
Comforting talks in the kitchen,
Days putting on shows,
And playing dress up,
A loving family.
I've been dancing to the jukebox,
And climbing our favorite tree,
Laughing and singing.
I've cried over skinned knees,
And blocks lost in the street,
Missed Smokey,
And his brother.
So, cousin, when life is hard,
Go back to Mommaw's.
Listen to your favorite record,
And make up a dance.
Eat a whole pepperoni,
Play store or Barbies,
Smell a rose.
Life for me has been a summer at Mommaw's.

I
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''New York, New York"

!

It was a cold day in December. I was more excited than I'd ever been in all of

my twenty-four years. I was on my way to New York City and couldn't be more thrilled.
My friend Sunny and I boarded the plane early one morning just a few days after
Christmas. We were going to visit our friend Stacey, whose family lives on Long Island.
The three of us taught school together for a year in Florida.
It was even colder by the time we reached New York. Stacey greeted us at

LaGuardia to take us to her parents' house. Luckily, we were prepared for the frigid
weather with coats, hats, and gloves. Stacey showed us a few sights on the way home.
We saw Shea Stadium, Barbara Streisand's house, and Rosie O'Donnell and Billy Joel's
hometown, Hicksville. We were ecstatic to finally be in New York.
On our first night, we took the Long Island Railroad into the city. The train took
us to Penn Station. When we stepped out onto the street in front of Penn Station, we
were in awe of our surroundings. The Empire State Building was beautifully lit in red
and green for the holidays. The Chrysler Building shone in the sky like a diamond. We
walked through Times Square where the lights were so bright we almost couldn't tell it
was night. Car horns were honking in the streets, and people were bustling on the
sidewalks. Sunny and I were trying to take in everything without getting lost in the
crowd.
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We finally reached our destination, Studio 54. We saw Cabaret on Broadway. It
was, and still is, the most amazing show I'd ever seen. I have been to New York three
times now, and seeing Cabaret remains my favorite experience.
Anxious to go sightseeing, we woke early the next morning. We walked around
Manhattan all day looking at buildings, shopping, and taking pictures. We visited St.
Patrick's Cathedral, toured Fifth Avenue, and watched the ice skaters in Rockefeller
Plaza. That night we were exhausted and decided to have a quiet dinner with Stacey's
friends back on Long Island.
To ensure that we got the full ''winter in New York" experience, Mother Nature
dropped eighteen inches of snow while we slept. What a surprise for a girl from
Alabama to wake up and see that much snow! It covered everything from the treetops to
the grass like a white blanket. There wasn't much we could do that day but play in the
snow and watch the snow plows clear the streets.
New Year's Eve was the very next day. The streets were clear, the train was
running again, so into the city we went. We ate lunch and shopped in Chinatown and
had cannolis in Little Italy. We saw The Statue of Liberty from Battery Park. She was a
beautiful sight in the harbor.
Around six o'clock, we claimed our spot in Times Square to ring in the New
Year. We arrived early to get a good spot close enough to see the ball drop. For the next
six hours, we met people from all over the world who were standing around us. We
danced and partied in the streets, longing for hot coffee from McDonald's, but didn't
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dare leave our spot. The streets were barricaded; if we left our place, we couldn't get
back in. Everyone sang and cheered when fireworks lit the sky and the ball dropped to
welcome 2001. I have never been as freezing cold as I was that night. The temperature
was below zero, and our feet were soaked from the wet snow. Nevertheless, New Year's
Eve in Times Square was a most amazing and unforgettable night.
On January I, 2001, we sat in LaGuardia for seven hours waiting for our plane to
leave. Because of the snowstorm, flights had been canceled and delayed for days. We
said goodbye to New York about seven o'clock that night and headed back to Florida,
where we could retire our coats, hats, and gloves for a while. My friend Stacey has now
moved back to New York to be close to her family. I visit her when I get a chance, but
my first trip to New York will always be my favorite.
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Creating Characters That Leap off the Page
Even after modeling each writing lesson before a given writing assignment, I
found that students had a hard time making their characters three-dimensional. They
wrote about characters that were flat and uninteresting. After realizing students did
not spend much time thinking and imagining what characters in their stories were
like, I created a character profile sheet. This time, I modeled good writing, but I
modeled each step, one at a time. This practice allowed students to make a mental
picture of a character before they ever started writing.
We practiced periodically creating various characters from clip art and
magazine clippings of people and animals. This profile made it possible to try both
descriptive and narrative writing styles. I made sure students took the information and
predicted, based on the character's personality, what type of action the character
might become involved in. I explained the main character needed to have a beginning
action, serving as plot. There also needed to be action in the middle, which would lead
to the ending action, the result of the action.
The next thing they did was brainstorm with their character profile sheet.
Students began by writing the name of their character in the center of their web. The
next step was to begin branching off into sub-categories such as dialogue, action and
description. I let them organize their one-word thoughts on this web for about ten
minutes. After they finished, they needed to pick out things they wanted in their
beginning, middle, and end. They were given a chart with these titles at the top.
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Using their web, they reorganized their thoughts in the direction they thought
they wanted to go.
Another important thing they did was write a rough draft of their narrative. I
told them to give me a clear picture of what this character looks like and what this
character is doing throughout the whole story. Students were given a chart at this
point of descriptive adjectives, action verbs, and alternatives to "said" to use in their
dialogue.
Try these in your classes. You might even want to display these around the
room on chart paper, experimenting with your own variations of them. They really
work.
Character Profile:
Character's Full Name:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Describe your character in detail: (You may want to add to this list.)
Physical Traits :
Birth Date: _ _ __
Age:, _ _ _ _ __
Height:. _ _ _ __
Weight:._ _ _ __
Eye Color:, _ _ __

Personality Traits:
Shy?_ _ __
Sneaky?_ __
Caring?_ __
Smart?_ _ __
Moody?._ __

Hair Color:, _ _ __

Angry?_ __
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Action Verbs

I
Grendel
Churchill

Descriptive
Adjectives

How she (or he)
affects other
characters

Characters:
(Examples)

Jill
Roberts

Steve
Biltmore

Grendel
Churchill

Muffy
Smith

Descriptive
Adjectives:

Smart
Clumsy

Shy
Handsome

Pretty
Cautious

Athletic
Funny

Action
Verbs:

Bellowed
Tripped
Calculated

Avoided
Hid
Looked

Tossed
Ducked
Cheered

Bolted
Grunted
Snickered

Dialogue:

"According to
my figures, we
should be there

"I just want to
hide here
behind the
bush,"
whispered
Steve,
avoiding eyecontact.

"I think I will
get my hair cut
tomorrow,"
announced
Grendel as she
tossed her hair.

"I can run that
race in nine
seconds flat,"
grunted Muffy,
as she bolted
toward the
track.

soon,"

calculated Jill.
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Highland Lakes
In winter

Highland Lakes is a frozen tundra.
But in the spring
It is a playground of the young.

I

In summer
!
i

r

Highland Lakes abounds with activity.
But in autumn
It is a playground for no one.
I love to watch the seasons come
And go at Highland Lakes.
The critters find new joy
In their homes with each passing season.
I love to watch the people
Of Highland Lakes,
Most too busy to breathe in the air
So, off to work they go.
But I love the changes I see
At Highland Lakes
With each passing day.
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FIRST FLIGHT
Hesitation overcame my body as I trudged on toward the boarding area. My
legs were as heavy as tires. I could barely push them forward. Looking out the
window at the DC-9, I saw white angel wings that would surely take me to some
strange destination.
Voices, fading to monotone hums, became foreign languages as I boarded the
plane. Compartments were slamming shut; fans were humming. I could feel the saliva
increasing in my mouth as my ears struggled to adjust to the strange noises. Still, I
managed to hear Matt whisper, "You gonna be ok?"
Trying to shake off the anxiety, I replied, "Yea, as soon as I take another
Valium."
After shoving our carry-ons into the overhead compartments, I sat glued to my
seat with enough space between the rest of my family and me to fit a pregnant
elephant between us. As I sat listening to conversations in the distance, I thought to
myself, "What am I doing here?"
A flight attendant came by with her squeaky soft drink cart and peanuts. I took
some of what she had, to occupy myself. The third Valium was just not working
quickly enough. As I opened the bag of honey roasted peanuts, I felt nauseated. Since
my hands were already shaking and I had not eaten for several hours, I decided to
give my hands a chore. So, I began eating and fiddling with the wrapper. Before I
knew it, I was shoving peanuts in my mouth as fast as I could and following up with a
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frosty root beer.
A few minutes later, the smell of stale peanuts and root beer filled the space
around me. I had nothing else to do with my hands, so I wiped my sweaty pahns on my
jeans and hastily grabbed a magazine, trying not to stare at the little blue bag on the back
of the seat in front of me. I frantically turned the pages, wondering how long we had
actually been in the air. I looked at my trusty watch. "Oh, God, just twenty minutes!
Another hour of this, and I will surely die of heart failure." The words in the article I was
reading seemed like some Japanese mumbo-jumbo to me. My concentration was blown; I
was a woman on the edge. Maybe I should have taken Ritalin for my newly acquired
Attention Deficit Disorder, instead of the Valium I had taken three times previously.
The tension in my muscles was visible. I felt as though I was pushing against
something immovable. So, how could my muscles be trembling?
When will these pills begin to work? As I sat, I heard and counted every beat
my heart made. I began to time my heart rhythms. The beats grew quicker and
quicker as I listened. Would my heart finally explode, or would it just creep into my
throat and camp out there for the rest of the flight?
The cologne of the stranger next to me began to overtake me. The odor
seemed to be mixing with the leftover taste of the stale mixed peanuts and root beer I
had just consumed. I felt my stomach churning. Again, I tried not to focus on the
little blue bag in front of me. I did not dare try to make it to the bathroom. I felt as
if I had no legs because they were pressed against my seat as though they were
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holding on for dear life.
I decided to focus on the leather of the seats. Where it was once cold, the seat was
growing much warmer. The cool breeze of the air conditioner vent began to calm me.
Just as I had talked myself into a calmer state, the plane suddenly dropped from
the sky at least twenty feet. I reacted, grabbing the stranger's arm beside me, tightly
clinching his sleeve. Suddenly, the bad cologne no longer mattered.
I stuttered, "Oh God, was that normal?" Joe, being a frequent flyer, an Atlanta
native with business in Hartford, comfortingly replied, "That's quite normal." Though he
sounded comforting, I realized I had entered his comfort zone because his eyes were as
big as golf balls when I had grabbed his arm. However, I found it hard to let go of the
softness of the blue, pin-striped shirt that had made me feel somewhat connected to some
piece of sanity I had once known.
The rest of the flight went quite smoothly, and I even ventured to peer briefly out
of the window at objects I could not distinguish.
That's when it happened. I could feel the plane circling. When it was our turn to
land, we came onto the runway with enough speed to break the sound barrier. The plane
hit the runway hard, seemingly with all its weight, bouncing several times.
Frozen in disbelief, I turned to Joe once again for comfort. He calmly and
factually replied, "Now that was a bit abnormal."
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The Heart of a Hero
Look into the heart of a hero
You will find a writer
Always searching for truth
Deep within our hearts.
Look into the heart of a hero
You will find a writer
Displaying strength on every page
Keeping our minds from rotting away.
Look into the heart of a hero
You will find a writer
Helping us somehow to survive
Tragedy in our lives.
Look into the heart of a hero
You will find a writer
Focused on the task
Reaching deep within himself.
Look into the heart of a hero
You will find a writer
Pouring out his soul
For a writer has faith in the task.
Look into the heart of a hero
You will find a writer
With no particular direction
But only the end goal in mind.
Look into the heart of a hero
You will find a writer
You may find yourself
Pencil and paper in hand
Ready for the task ahead.
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JUST MESS, MESS, MESSING AROUND
Sitting on the varnished pine floor, I was caught up, wrapped up, and tied to my
own little world. I was staring intently at our stone fireplace. Momma once saw a mouse
peek its head out from the stones, but more often, a small green lizard would flit about. I
was ready for either one.
"Going to the store," Daddy informed Momma.
"I want to go!" I cried in my frantic four-year-old voice, forgetting completely
about my indoor safari. I was about to see something far more thrilling.
"Okay," Daddy said. "Get your shoes."
Chasing after my father, I scampered over to the much abused farm truck. I
scrambled into the truck's cab, onto the baking hot plastic seats that stuck to the back of
my legs, making me cry. Daddy was prepared with a towel from behind the seat to
spread over the greasy, cracked surface to protect my tender skin. Although I would have
liked to ride in the back of the truck, I snuggled up next to him.
"Too dangerous. You might fall out," Daddy tried to explain each time I begged
to ride in the truck bed. I sort of understood and thought my Daddy must love me very
much to save me from being hurt.
Bumping down our rutted dirt drive, my daddy would point out critters in woods.
Sometimes I could see them, but most of the time, they were invisible to my eyes.
(Although I once glimpsed a tiger, I believe Daddy might have made up the elephant.
Those are supposed to be really big, and I don't think I would have missed seeing that.)
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Trailing past the ever-expanding kudzu field, we arrived at the paved road. I
usually helped my daddy look for cars coming from my direction. It was a very serious
job and a little scary. One time, I did not see the speeding car flying down the road, and
Daddy nearly pulled out in front of it. He said several grownup words and was very
grumpy the rest of the way.
As we turned onto the smooth paved road, excitement grew inside me. I tingled
with anticipation, almost as if it was my birthday. Very soon, we pulled up into a sloped
parking lot directly in front of the general store. I was absolutely fascinated by the store's
cinder-block front. It was bright yellow and smattered with black polka dots of various
sizes. It reminded me of a giraffe I had seen on Wild Kingdom one Sunday night.
Holding my hand, my daddy helped me up the tall steps to the entrance. As Daddy
heaved open the heavy, black door, a flood of sunlight gushed in but was quickly cut off
as the door clanged shut. My eyes soon adjusted to the dimness hanging in the cluttered
store. I heard my father josh with the man behind the counter, and I looked for Sam.
Sometimes, the man behind the counter would interrupt my search, asking ·how I was
doing or telling me I was a pretty little lady. This, of course, caused me to blush deeply
and hide behind my father's leg until the man's attention returned to my father.
I had to take a step back to see Sam high above on the counter top. There,
clutching a short wooden dowel, which was suspended from his cage by two tiny link
chains, was Sam, leisurely swaying back and forth. The bird caught sight of me and
cocked his head from one side to the other. He was suspicious of visitors and surveyed
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everyone who entered his milieu. Sam was different from any other bird I had seen or
heard while home on the farm. I considered Sam handsome with his glossy black feathers
and a bright red and yellow band on each wing. More importantly, Sam could whistle
and talk just like a person. Tugging on my dad's pants leg, I begged my father to make
Sam whistle. The only way to do this seemed to be for someone to whistle first, and then
Sam would react. So my father whistled, and Sam whistled back, "Whoo hoo!" For the
next five minutes, while Sam whistled away and my dad shot the breeze with Sam's
owner, I squealed with delight.
Eventually, Sam quieted down, and we tried another trick. The storeowner said,
"Say hello, Sam." Sam promptly responded, "Helllooo, Sam." My amusement was
obvious as I burst into childish giggles. It was better than a good rib tickling.
Sam's final trick, as I later discovered, was learned all on his own after
listening to his owner greet customers day after day. My daddy asked, "Whatcha doing,
Sam?" Sometimes he had to repeat himself because Sam wasn't always carefree and
cooperative. "Whatcha doing, Sam?" No response. So, the man behind the counter gave
Sam some sunflower seeds, and Daddy asked again. "Whatcha doing, Sam?" Finally,
Sam warbled, "Just mess, mess, messing around." I thought this was the smartest animal
I had ever known, but that was the end of the show. Sam's patience with us was worn
out, and it was time to go home. Daddy bought some red rope licorice, and we strolled
out of the store with our chewy treat.
On the way home, we nibbled on licorice whips and waved to the people passing
on the highway. Back at the farm, I rushed in to find Momma in the kitchen feeding my
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baby sister, Kristi. Since I was still so keyed up, my story seemed to pour out faster than
my mouth could move.
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The Cost of Comfort
Satiated, almost sick, from the all-you-can-eat bar,
Portly and round like a modem-day czar,
Do you think of the little ones starving abroad,
Whose stomachs bloat with hunger because of local warlords?
Fussing over gas prices on your way to your job,
Then rushing and cussing as you weave and you bob,
Constantly trying to outrace a NASCAR-like mob.
Can you visualize the Mexican mother trying to cross the Rio Grande,
Holding tightly to her child's precious hand,
And all that she hopes for is a new life in our magnificent land?
Strolling through Wal-Mart spying lots of stuff,
Charging it to the credit card, never having quite enough,
So do you remember the box you packed one spring day,
But Goodwill was too far, so you just threw it away?
Bragging to all about your custom-built house,
Celebrating with whiskey sours, not caring you're soused.
You've spared no expense on marble floors and stained glass,
Even a maid who cleans up your mess.
Did I glimpse your head turn or your eyes simply close
When you stumbled onto the bad side of town and promptly looked down your nose?
Were you scared of the folks who crowded on the steps
listening to music or placing dice bets?
Spiffy and scented, in your own special pew,
Tithing to Baptist missions (in the memory of Lottie Moon),
Thinking that's all you're required to do,
How many names do you know of missionaries scattered about?
Do you pray for their safety, God's will, and no doubts?
Hearing of a friend battling the flu,
Hoping with all your might that you don't catch it, too,
For you're a very busy person with lots to do.
Have you visited the infirm in local nursing homes,
The ill in hospices who are dying alone?
These questions consider, your heart to examine,
But I fear for us all the evidence is danming.
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Devotions for the Upper Room
Human Touch
"Dear friend, do not imitate what is evil but what is good." 3 John l: l la
My husband, who is a deer hunter, contracted poison ivy during one of his recent
hunting trips. Before he realized that he was contagious with the poison ivy, he touched
my arm with his infected hand, and I, too, broke out soon thereafter with an itchy rash.
Over the next week, more areas reddened with blisters on both ofus, and we became
aware of the places we most often touch each other---our hands, arms, and faces.
Likewise, as Christians, we touch each other's lives without realizing the
influence we make on one another. That influence may be a negative one ifwe share
harsh words, haughty attitudes, and quick judgments. However, that influence can be
positive when we share kindness, forgiveness, and hope from our greatest teacher and
source of our eternal life---Jesus Christ.
May we show a world infected with pessimism, with hopelessness, with
negativity, the power of the healing love of our Savior.
Prayer: Heavenly Father, make us, your children, aware of our irifluence on the lives of
others. Help us to be a positive, healing balm for ailing individuals. Amen.

;
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Thought for the Day
Allow Christ's love to oveiflow from my life and touch someone else's life.

Spiritual Maturity
"When I was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child.
When I became a man, I put childish ways behind me." I Corinthians 13:11
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When I remember my teenage driving habits, I am ashamed to say that I took
risks by exceeding the speed limit, driving too closely to the bumper of the car ahead of
me, speeding through yellow caution lights, and changing traffic lanes abruptly. I was in
a hurry, busy, on the go. I had important destinations to reach, appointments to keep, fun
to experience, and people to see. There was no time to wait on slow traffic.
As I matured to a middle-aged adult, my driving habits changed. Now I drive at
or below the speed limit, stay two full car lengths behind another car, bring all four tires
to a complete stop at red lights and stop signs, and remain in the lane for slow traffic.
Likewise, my driving habits reflect a change in attitudes about my relationships
with Christ and with others. It's important to proceed slowly, savoring the time for God's
word daily and for developing friendships. Now, instead of a concentration on my own
agenda, I want a deeper awareness and attentiveness to the needs of others. Instead of
bypassing forgiveness, I yield to Christ's example to forgive. I stop to spend time in
prayer and in Bible study. Developing meaningful relationships requires deliberate
change on my part.
Prayer: Dear Lord, help me to mature to the person you need me to be so that I

can develop and maintain friendships offaith. Amen.
Thought for the Day

Development into a more mature Christian requires practicing my faith.
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Little Sister
Little sister
Mother's baby
Daddy's pet
oldest sister's baby doll
older sisters' rival
tender-hearted
scrawny, pale child
fatherless
too soon
diabetic
stuck
cut
probed
poked
treated
analyzed
researched
hospitalized
lover of Lucy
fan of Mayberry
caretaker of Ogi and Gabi
keeper of peace
woman of strength
struggling to survive
living life to its limits
generous giver
joker of jokesters
sharer of secrets
precious friend
my little sister
my hero

l:
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Holding On, Letting Go, Holding On
"Did you grab a column and hang on to it and scream when you were forced to
leave that house?" my friend shrugged her shoulders and asked.
The question lingered in my mind, and I envisioned that scene-my holding onto
the white column in the living room, kicking and screaming, "No, I don't want to go!
Don't make me leave my new house!" as my husband pulled my arms, begging me to let
go-of the column and of the house!
The trustees of the First United Methodist Church purchased our home at 1412
Parrish Drive, Alexander City, Alabama, shortly after my family arrived there in June
1998. Out of the eleven parsonages which I have occupied, it is the only one built with
an up-to-date design, decorated with contemporary furnishings, equipped with modern
appliances, and coordinated with matching colors. This house does not qualify for a
j '

spread in Southern Living, but it does contain just my family's dirt in the corners. It is
not a "mansion on the hilltop," but there is only one layer of contact paper on the kitchen
cabinets-the blue paisley print light adhesive layer I placed there. Picky buyers
wouldn't have given this house a second look, but for us, it contained amenities to which
we were not accustomed, such as a wrap-around porch with white railing, a garden tub in
the master bathroom, palladium windows in the bedrooms, a tray ceiling in the dining
room, and a fireplace with gas logs (that actually work!) in the living room.
If that's not enough, imagine seeing two white Corinthian columns and a vaulted
ceiling in the living room; rich, vibrant colors of moonglow blue and oceanspray green
on the bedroom walls; matching borders and wallpapers, commode seats on which only
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the members of my family have sat for long periods of time in the bathrooms; organized
shelving in the walk-in closets; an island with a double sink and ample counter space,
white cabinets (LOTS of them!) color-coordinated with the appliances, a double-wide
pantry and a garbage disposal in the kitchen; electrical outlets spaced every eight feet
around each room; vertical blinds on the patio doors; and even recessed lighting with
dimmer controls in the living room and kitchen-all in a Methodist parsonage!
Add to that spot-free, plush carpet the shade of parchment throughout the living
room, dining room, three bedrooms, and computer room; white ceramic tile in the foyer
and bathrooms; easy-care bright white linoleum designed with outlined mocha squares in
the kitchen.
And, oh, the furnishings ... not the usual cheap, dented, torn, broken, molded,
worn, brought-from-somebody-else's-house-who-didn't-want-it-anymore stuff, but
furnishings that even decorators would select for their houses. Fabrics for the sofa and
chairs handpicked by a consultant and me from designer books at the furniture store
adorned the living room. Even the high quality hunter green and burgundy wine pillows
matched the gold-framed prints on the walls, the geometric designs on the lamps, and the
oriental carpet runner down the hall.
In the bedrooms, our eyes feasted upon decorator-selected bedspreads, dust
ruffles, sheets, blankets, with matching curtains and tablecloths. Placed on the beds were
tasseled pillows in round, square, oblong, and rectangle shapes. Each room was
decorated with its occupant in mind-mint and rose hues for one bedroom; navy and
hunter green for another; camel and burgundy for the master bedroom. The softness of
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the pillow-top mattresses, the breeze from the white ceiling fans, and the glow from the
crystal lamps added to our comfort and pleasure.
Outdoors, a storage building with shelves organized the yard tools, sports
equipment, and auto cleaning supplies.The yard was decorated with crepe myrtles
covered in bright fuchsia clusters, Japanese maples, dwarf gardenia shrubs, holly bushes,
hosta, ferns, monkey grass, white azaleas, pink roses, a weeping willow tree, a rock
garden, and a nearby creek.
So, did I grab one of the columns in the living room and hold on to it when it was
time to leave my home in Parrish Hills? Well, no, I didn't. I behaved as a model
minister's wife should and left the house without a fuss ... but I did glance back at it in
my rearview mirror one last time before I turned the corner and left that tastefully
decorated house of my dreams.
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Dear Master Sergeant Freeman
I had the perfect opportunity to combine work with pleasure. During my student
teaching, my cooperating teacher asked ifl wanted to teach a lesson on writing friendly
letters. Immediately, I thought of my brother, and the ideas began to explode in my head.
My brother is a Marine stationed in California, and he is in command of a unit
with Aviation Ordinance. That means he equips the airplanes on an aircraft carrier with
weapons. A few months earlier, he had left on the carrier John C. Stennis for an
unknown destination somewhere around the Arabian Sea. That was all he could tell the
family. I had been keeping in contact with my brother through the use of e-mail. He had
already expressed to me how important letters from home were to the men and women
on the ship. Any little tidbit was like having a piece of home with them, so when the
opportunity came, I knew what I wanted to do.
After reviewing the parts of the friendly letter, I told the students we were going
to write a letter to someone very special. I asked what they knew about the War on
Terrorism. We discussed some of the events of September 11 and after, and I inquired as
to who might know someone in the military participating in the war. I explained that my
brother was on an aircraft carrier and that he couldn't tell us where he was.
I pulled out some photos my brother had e-mailed of his men and the ship. The
children were very intrigued by these. This helped to familiarize them with my brother. I
explained the importance of the Marines receiving letters and how this would be the
children's contribution to the war effort.
They loved the idea! It was fascinating to think they could have a part in
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supporting their country. Of course, the children wanted to know if my brother would
respond. I assured them he would, but cautioned that he was very busy and might only be
able to send an e-mail. I guaranteed them I would bring his response when I received it.
We began to brainstorm ideas to write about. One young lady suggested, "We
could tell him how lucky he is to have you for a sister." I was flattered. Nine of the
sixteen letters written contained that phrase in some way. I hoped my brother didn't think
I had put them up to writing that!
When the letters were finished, I contacted a local community newspaper, The

Messenger, and asked if they would like a great story about children doing their part to
support the military in the War on Terrorism. They sent a photographer to make a picture
of our class with their letters. We appeared on the front page the following week. This
was an extra incentive for the children. They were each provided a copy of the paper to
keep.
Every day for about two weeks, the children asked, "When are we going to hear
from your brother, Mrs. Hindman?" I assured them I checked every day and would let
them know as soon as a reply came.
The answer came, and I shared with my class how thrilled my brother was to have
the letters. He informed me he had shared them with his Marines, but never mentioned
the line about how lucky he was to have me for a sister! He said the letters really
brightened the day for his whole unit. They were deeply touched to know how important
risking their lives was to even the youngest citizen of our country. The purpose of their
mission became even clearer to these Marines.
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The children were elated to know how much the letters were appreciated and
asked if they could write to my brother again. I believe that making the person they were
writing to real for them made a difference in their response to this lesson. The
assignment was fun and memorable.
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What Is a "Real" Daddy?
I did not know my "real" dad until I graduated from high school. Did it make a
difference in the person I thought I was? I don't know. Did it make me a different person
afterwards? Yes! Until that time, I didn't really know who my "real" dad was. I found .
out he was the man my mother married when I was five years old. I call him Jack; he's
my "real" daddy.
I had heard the story before. My dad had left my two older sisters, my mother
(pregnant with my little brother), and me when I was ten months old. He deposited us at
my grandmother's house and said he would return in two weeks. He never returned.
With my grandmother's help, my mother set about taking care of her family as
best she could. We moved into low-income housing projects and were taken care ofby
babysitters while my mother worked. I was young and never gave a thought to not
having a daddy around until my mother met Jack. I was three years old at the time.
Jack was a slim man with a great sense of humor. He was also a divorce with a
young daughter. Jack seemed to fit in well with our family. After he and my mother had
dated about two years, they decided to merge their families. They were married in July of
1965. I was five and a half years old. My new sister was an only child and had a little
trouble adjusting to sharing with four other siblings, but she soon learned that she would
be treated just like one of the "bunch."
Five years later, my mother and Jack added one more child to the brood. We now
numbered six-five girls and one boy. I never experienced any feelings of partiality on
Jack's part, except when he felt "the baby" was being mistreated. Of course, what parent
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doesn't pamper "the baby"?
Jack went through all the trials and heartaches of growing up with me. He was
there when I got sick. He shared my triumphs and aspirations, as well as my heartaches.
He even let me practice driving when I was fifteen when my mother wouldn't get in the
car with me! He became important to me without my even knowing. He disciplined me
as ifl were his own. He became all a dad should be.
When I became a senior in high school, I began to think about my family and my
future. I began asking questions about the part of me I didn't know; these questions were
about who my "real" dad was. I asked my mother if it would be acceptable to invite my
dad to my graduation program. She wisely, although, I suspect a little reluctantly, said
yes.
I sent the invitation, not knowing what to expect. After all, my dad was
remarried, living in Indiana with his own family. Would I like him? Would he like me?
Would he be proud of the person I had become thus far? I began to get a little scared.
My dad arrived on the evening of graduation. I didn't get to meet him until after
the ceremony. He had reserved a banquet room at a local restaurant and took the whole
family out to eat. He gave me a large check as a graduation gift. I was very pleased that
he had come.
The next few months taught me a lot about who my "real" dad was. I began to
receive regular checks from my dad. These, I realized, were actually a part of the back
support money owed to me from years of non-payment. At the same time, I found out
my dad was trying to step back into my mother's life and push Jack out. It was at this
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time I began to realize how important Jack was in my life. He had been the one I turned
to all those years past, and he was the one I wanted there now. I came to understand the
true meaning of a "real" dad, and Jack was it.
Thankfully, my mother knew just what a prize she had in Jack. She sent my dad
away and kept my "daddy." I may not be his by blood, but Jack is, and always will be,
my real daddy. When introducing him, I never refer to him as "step-dad" unless
clarification is needed for some reason. He always brings sunshine into my life and
encourages me to be my best. For me, the best description of the words ''real dad" will
always be-Jack. Thanks, Daddy!
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Laura
She stands on the stage waiting patiently,
Listening for the music to begin.
As the violins start,
her lean, muscular frame begins
to move gracefully across the stage.
Long legs and expressive arm movements
begin to tell a story to those who watch.
The music rises to a crescendo
as she follows it,
leaping through the air with each resounding chord.
As the music begins to soften,
coming to a close,
she again slows her movements
to tell the sweet, sad ending.
The performance has concluded,
and, again, she waits patiently
for the applause to end.
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Grandmother's Porch
"Come on! It's time to go! Ernie, get that radio on." With these words, on lazy
summer evenings, my grandparents, my two great aunts, my sister, and I would hurry to
claim our spots on Grandmother's front porch to listen to the evening radio broadcast of
the Birmingham Barons' baseball game whenever they played at home at Rickwood
Field. The porch became, in the summertime, the place to cool off from the hot Southern
heat that, in a house without air conditioning, stifled us throughout the long summer
months.
Grandmother's porch, located at the front of their cilibrick house, looked out on
51h Way in Pratt City, Alabama. The street ran perpendicular to the trolley line and

parallel to the railroad tracks. Even in the evening, then, the clackety-clack of the trolley
as it pulled the hill or the shrill whistle of a train as it headed through Birmingham
intermittently broke the quieter noises of cicadas on the outside and the ballgame's
announcer on the inside of the house.
The porch itself was screened on the front and the east side with finely meshed
wire. The west side, an outer wall for one of the spare bedrooms, sported the red
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"cilibrick" of which my grandfather was so proud. Cilibrick, in case you wonder, is a
covering commonly used on early twentieth-century houses. A black tar-paper substance
on the underside, our cilibrick was faux red brick on the outer side. Truth be known,
cilibrick was my grandfather's misnomer for some other word, but he always proudly
spoke of his house using that word. The rear wall of the porch--a row of windows
imprisoned behind black burglar bars, the front entry to the house, and the wall space
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between--completed the make-up of the area except for the airplane gray slatted wooden
floor and ceiling and the cement fern ledge, at the front and east sides, laden with huge
white pots of well-tended ferns.
On Grandmother's porch (I think of it that way because my grandmother was
always "in charge" out there), when we filed out to listen to the ballgame, we all had our
own special chairs. My sister and I went straight to the dark green and red platform
swing with facing seats that had been ours since we were toddlers. There we gently
swung back and fro, trying to be as quiet as we could to keep from being scolded when
the adults could not hear the ballgame. On the slatted metal porch furniture--a glider in
front of the windows and two smaller chairs parallel to the fern ledge--my grandparents
and my great aunts, Chrissie and Martha, sat, Grandmother and Aunt Martha on the
glider and Granddaddy (or Scampy, as I always called him) and Aunt Chrissie on the
chairs. Soon, the porch echoed the squeaks of the chairs and glider and the whoosh of
the swing. None of this noise, however, could drown out the voice of the Barons'
announcer.

I

"Coming up to bat is first baseman, Matt Mordecai. You 're in for a treat, folks.

I

He's on a streak right now. The windup, the pitch-man, that ball is packing some
heat-strike ONE! Don't worry, folks. He's just getting warmed up. The windup, the
pitch-strike TWO!! I just don't understand it, folks. This isn't like Mordecai at all.
What's going on? The windup, the pitch-missed low, ball ONE! Looking at
Mordecai's swing on that last pitch, I thought I saw a little extra 00mph. That could be a
problem, folks. He's out of his rhythm. I guess all good things must end, huh? The
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windup, the pitch-this is it, sports fans-that ball is OUTTA HERE!!!! !DID YOU SEE
THAT BABY GO???" For every batter in every inning, the routine was the same, but
we hung on the announcer's every word, jumping up and down when the home team
scored a run, commiserating with the batters' problems when the team struck out. The
routine was the same until the seventh inning stretch, that is.
Even in the early days of baseball, in the middle of the seventh inning, the fans in

I
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the stands stood up to stretch and to join in the singing of "Take Me Out to the
Ballgame." The sounds of the mighty ball field organ resonated as the crowds lustily
celebrated their love of the game in song. Like the fans at Rickwood, we who sat on
Grandmother's porch also stretched in the seventh inning. Scampy, my sister, and I
would stand up and usually walk outside so that my grandfather could fill his pipe with
Prince Albert tobacco and puff away in peace without my grandmother and great aunts
warning him "not to get that tobacco all over the place." My grandmother and my great
aunts headed to the kitchen to get our substitute for peanuts and Cracker Jacks-a coke
float (or sometimes root beer). These scrumptious desserts made the monotony of the
announcer's calls worth it.
The eighth and ninth innings of the ballgames were accentuated by the clang of
iced teaspoons along the bottom and sides of tall Coke glasses filled with Barber's vanilla
ice cream topped by Coca-Cola poured from a six-ounce bottle. Occasionally, the slurp
of a spoonful of the coke and ice cream mixture battled for attention with the voice of the
announcer. My sister and I, seated again in our swing, would catch carbonation bubbles
in our spoons, trying to eat them one at a time. Too soon, it seemed, the treats were all
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gone, and the announcer was saying, "That's it for tonight, folks. We'll be back with
you tomorrow night, same time, same station."
Grandmother's porch no longer exists. The cilibrick that my grandfather thought
would prevent the house from burning failed the night Scott's Lumber Company, behind
the house, caught fire. Soon, the house, not to be outdone, joined the lumber company in
flames. It didn't really matter, though. All those who had lived at the house and
watched those ballgames had already moved on-my great aunts and my grandfather to
death and my grandmother to a nursing home. My sister and I grew up and had families
of our own, who now have families of their own. In one sense, though, Grandmother's
por.ch still lives. It has become a part of me, making me a baseball fan who still enjoys
the seventh inning stretch and the cold, sweet taste of a good Coke float. And though the
Barons have been replaced by the Atlanta Braves as my team of choice, I still love the
game, especially as told to me by Ernie Johnson, Skip Carey, Don Sutton, and all the
other voices of Braves baseball. "THAT BALL IS OUTTA HERE!"
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I WANNA BE A CAT!
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I wanna be a cat.
I could sleep all day on my tufted pillow,
Waking only when the can opener whirred
in the kitchen,
When I'd deign to stir and stretch and glide
to my crystal food bowl,
demanding to be fed.
I wanna be a cat.
I could stay up all night playing games
Like "Ring-Around-My Master's Head"
or "Cat Says, 'Get Up Now',"
Inventing all kinds of ways to make sure
my humans give me
twenty-four-hour attention.
I wanna be a cat.
I would brush my soft fur against anyone
Who came into my territory and insist that I be stroked
or else I'd bite into his leg,
sink my claws into his arm,
or spray him with my special perfume.
I wanna be a cat.
I would only have to worry about whether
I should eat the bird I've caught or lay it at my mistress' feet
to watch the terror on her face
before she lied and said,
"Good kitty! Good, good kitty!"
I wanna be a cat.
I'd be pampered, spoiled, and catered to,
Brushed, rocked, and sung to.
I'd even find presents underneath the Christmas tree
without even being good,
just because I was me.
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I wanna be a cat.
I'd never have to cook a meal, wash the dishes,
or go to work.
I'd have no bills to pay, no pressures to succeed,
no timetables to meet, and no problems
to solve.
I'd just relax, "go with the flow," "rule the roost,"
and be "queen of the hill."
I WANNA BE A CAT!

I
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Mother to Daughter
Well, Daughter, I'll tell you:
Life for me ain't been no new pair of shoes.
There's been times when my feet have hurt,
And ached,
And felt squeezed,
'Cause I bought a size too small.
Pain.
But all the time
I've kept on wearing them,
And stretching them,
And admiring the patent leather,
The designer label,
And the three inch heels.
So, Daughter, make your life less painful.
Don't you buy shoes
A size too small,
'Cause they make your feet hurt,
And ache,
And cause you pain.
Don't you do that now--F or I'm still wearing,
Still stretching,
Still hoping,
And life for me ain't been no new pair of shoes.

Love,
Mom
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Teaching to Testosterone: One Teacher's Journey
"Oh, do you only teach b-o-y-s?" asked a visiting teacher.
Huh? What kind of question was that? As host to a group of visiting middle
school teachers, I was expecting the normal, relevant questions concerning our reading
program. For example, "How do you identify your struggling readers? How do you
motivate your resistant and reluctant learners?" I was prepared to provide helpful
answers and suggestions these visiting teachers could use in their classrooms.
For some reason, that question immediately irritated me. It seemed to be one of
those "dumb" questions that, as teachers, we tell our students you can never ask. You
know the statement, "There are no dumb or stupid questions in this classroom!" Then,
often in the same breath, we find ourselves thinking, "What a dumb question!"
However, back to "the question" .. .I wanted to yell, "No, this is my Testosterone
class. The Ovaries will be in next!"
The words quickly flowed from the sarcasm lobe of my brain (the part controlled
by pre-menopausal hormones) onto my forked tongue ... Second thoughts, think before
you speak, breathe ... count to ten ... these people are my guests. Be professional, Lisa.
I surprised myself by responding in my proudest and most sincere voice, "This is
my 8th grade reading intervention class. It just happens they are all boys who struggle
with reading and writing."
I serve as the reading specialist/intervention teacher in our middle school, grades
six through eight. I teach five reading intervention classes of identified struggling
readers each day. My job is to provide them with individual and small group instruction
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in reading. I also incorporate writing activities in connection with reading. This class is
in addition to their regular language arts class.
By coincidence, this year, my 7th period class consisted of six eighth grade boys.
I repeat, six eighth-grade BOYS! All were identified as struggling readers and writers
based on formal and informal assessments. Reading levels ranged from two to three
years below eighth grade. Ages ranged from thirteen to fifteen years. Four were
Caucasian, and two were African-American. Three of the six students came from low
socioeconomic backgrounds. None were special education students; however, two had
been tested for learning disabilities, but did not qualify for special services.
During the year I spent with these students, I learned how to pay attention to the
learning styles of adolescent boys and think more consciously about meeting their
instructional needs. Eventually, through trial and error, numerous conferences, throwing
my hands up in the air, and a few requested principal visits, I refined my observational
skills and modified my approach to teaching reading and writing. Excerpts from
anecdotal records reveal some of the struggles and accomplishments we shared in the
process of reading and writing. Names have been changed to protect the identity of these
boys.
"Houston, we have a problem!" I knew the first day of class that I had my work
cut out for me. Terrence, Jamill, and Chase waltzed into class .. .late ... shoulders
slumped ... feet sliding slowly across the floor ... pants sagging. "Hey, wuz up, Ms. Light?
I heard yo class is gonna be e-a-s-y! What we gonna do in here, just read and stuff? You
know I ain't gonna read ... ain't gonna write, neither." I heard laughs, snickers, and
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remarks intentionally muffled for my ears. Todd, Steven, and Jake were already in the
room staring disgustedly at the many posters, books, quotations, and poetry that lined my
walls. I am sure they felt a sense of embarrassment in being separated from their friends
and having to take a reading intervention class.
Who were these boys, and what was I going to do with them?!
Chase:

August 27 - Excerpt/Interest Inventory:
Who do you think is the greatest person? My great grandmother - 'cause she's
always been there for me. What do you like to read? Newspaper - sports
section. What is your favorite book? Biographies: Michael Jordan, Tiger
Woods, Wilt Chamberlain. What magazines do you like to read? Sports
Illustrated. What is the greatest thing about school? Girls.
October 10, 2001 -Teacher Anecdotal Records:
Chase just finished reading a Michael Jordan biography that is not an AR
(Accelerated Reader) book. I allowed him to complete a non-fiction
information sheet in exchange for 8 AR points. This will place him at 80% of
his AR goal.
October 22, 2001 - Lost AR book-doesn't seem interested in taking
this class seriously - losing valuable independent reading time because he is not
being responsible in keeping up wlhis book.
March 20, 2002 - Cooperated and participated during "Day of the
Hunter" short story- loves to hunt- made text-to-self connections.
May 15, 2002 - Great-grandmother died; cried in class; so sad.
Tall and lanky, hair deliberately and constantly covering his dark brown eyes,
Chase would say, "I like it Jong because the girls like it." Chase is a survivor. Plagued
by an unstable childhood, he found comfort and security living with his greatgrandmother. "She's practically raised me," Chase explained. Although Chase was in
the eighth grade, he was a starting player for our ninth grade basketball team. Sports are
his outlet-and, of course, girls. Reading and writing were not on his daily list of
priorities.
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Steven:
November 14, 2001--Oral Reading Check & Retelling
Ice Mummy--Fluent--1 miscue, good self-correction strategies; lack of
details in retelling-- "I can't remember all that stuff "
January 24, 2002--Teacher Anecdotal Records:
Quiet during discussions; will not willingly/actively participate; shy and
inhibited; almost afraid to risk failure; will answer ifprompted w/questions.
February 19, 2002--Poetry discussion--lacking main idea from poem;
unable to iefer meaning; however,more vocal in this discussion--progress!
April 15, 2002--Office referral; skipped class; went to PE instead; wrote
me a letter of apology (First fall piece of writing he completed for me this year!
Yes!!!)

Steven was in my Language Arts class in the sixth grade; he had failed sixth
grade the previous year. Steven's parents have remained supportive and actively
concerned with his academic performance. They were more than willing to approve his
participation in eighth grade reading intervention. However, Steven's lack of
commitment to his learning has been an obstacle. His fear of asking the wrong question
or giving an unusual answer has prohibited him from fully engaging in the learning
process. He often has covered his insecurities with excessive giggling, horseplay, and
making inappropriate noises during class. ("Flatulence" became one of our first
vocabulary words!)

Terrence:
This was Terrence's second year of reading intervention. Terrence stood six feet
tall and weighed 195 pounds. He was one of the "biggest" students in our school. Like
Chase, he was raised by his great-grandparents. Despite many obstacles in his life, he
has held his head high and maintained a positive attitude. This was true until this year
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when his great-grandmother died. Her death seemed to cause a downward spiral in
Terrence's social activities and his academic performance. I found it difficult to focus
his attention on reading activities. He certainly avoided writing. He began hanging out
with "the wrong crowd," accrued excessive tardies and absences, and displayed a
negative attitude. Living with his mother seemed to offer little refuge. However, on
many occasions, he made his way into my room and talked incessantly. He told us about
last night's basketball game, the new Timberland boots he wanted, and often rapped for
us. But mostly, he told us warm and loving stories about his great-grandfather.
Jake, Jamill, and Todd:

Jake, Jamill, and Todd were rays of hope in this small but challenging class.
They easily selected books of choice and always met their independent reading goals.
Writing was not a chore for these boys, although it certainly was not their favorite thing
to do. We had interesting book talks, conferences, and shared reading responses through
a variety of writing. By the end of the year, all three of these boys showed promising
gains in their reading levels.
However, I wondered if I would see any progress with Chase, Steven, and
Terrence. I suggested popular adolescent male literature at appropriate reading levels:
Matt Christopher, Walter Dean Myers, Louis Sachar, and Robert Newton Peck. I read
excerpts aloud in an attempt to capture their attention. They made attempts with
independent reading. Ultimately, they would abandon a book stating, "It's too long.
This is stupid. It's boring."
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After much debate and a class vote, I began to read aloud A Day No Pigs Would
Die by Robert Newton Peck. Good choice. I provided each student a copy. We set
aside 15 minutes of class each day for our read-aloud and discussion. Boy, did we have
some discussions! I even tricked them into completing a few written reading responses.
Todd used his artistic abilities and created a masterful scene of the setting. Terrence used
the computer to record his personal reflections on the death of Robert's pet pig, Pinky.
We were on a roll!
After reading aloud The Important Book by Margaret Wise Brown, Chase
decided he wanted to write a poem modeled after the poetry in this book. Well, he didn't
"want" to write a poem; I managed to "bribe" him with popcorn and a Coke ifhe would
write for me. Whatever it takes! I asked him to think about things or people that were
important to him. He thought about girls, sports, girls, and sports. Eventually, he titled
his poem ''The Important Thing About ... " and his topic was his great-grandma:

The Important Thing About...
The important thing about my great grandma
Is that she loves me
It is true that she is always there for me
She gives me things
And she gives me support
But, the important thing about my great grandma
Is that she loves me.
Chase

Incidentally, when his great-grandmother passed away in May, I typed the poem
for him on special stationery. The boys made a sympathy card, we wrote thoughtful
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messages, and placed the poem inside his card. Yep, there were a few tears shed when
we gave the card to Chase. Don't tell me big boys don't cry.
Because Terrence often spoke about his late great-grandfather, I asked him to
reread a piece he had written about him the previous year. Each student is required
to keep a portfolio containing selected pieces of work. We retrieved Terrence's final
copy of his personal narrative "My Grandfather."

The most important person in my life is my grandfather--the one I love the
most. Even though he died August 27, 1998, I think ifhe was here it would be a
lot better. It seems like when my grandfather died my family broke apart. I mean
my grandmother and I moved out and the house still stands today in Hobson City.
Every time I pass by it! fee/a tear, but I try to stand up and be the man my
grandfather wanted me to be.
I can still feel the hard working hands rubbing on my back. I can
remember his unknown smile. Sometimes only he would know what he was
smiling about. He had a caring heart and was a hard working man... My
grandfather was apart ofmylife ... Without him.here it seems like life ain't fan like
it use to be. All I ask God for eve,y day as I pray is to see my grandfather again.
I wish .. .! wish.
Terrence 3-20-01

(Spelling and grammar are authentic.)

Terrence later responded in writing to this piece. Soon after this assigument, I
began to see the old Terrence again:
The story I wrote about my grandfather came straight from the heart and I
love him like I said in the story. The reason I wrote this is because I always wanted
to write a story about a person I love the most and my grandfather was one of them
adn he still is. It seem like he still here because every were I go Jean here his voice ·
saying Terrence don't do this or that but when it's time to do something right he be
like think ofme and to this day my grandfather wiUalways be apart ofmy life.

(Spelling and grammar are authentic.)
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Steven never openly shared with me verbally, but I received a homemade
Valentine in my teacher's box on February 14. I don't know ifhe made it willingly or if
he created it due to an assignment in his Family and Consumer Science class. He used a
red sheet of construction paper and outlined a big heart with silver glitter. Inside the
heart he wrote "To the best teacher ever! Love, Steven. " Remember the letter of
apology he wrote me for skipping class? The following is an excerpt from his letter:
I think your class helps me a/ot with reading, because I no I need help with
it for when I get older and when I get up to the eleventh grade to take the Exit
Exam. I am glad I am in your class it is real fan and you are a real nice teacher,
and your class has influenced me to read more. So when I get older I will be able
to read and not have to struggle with reading. I don't want to get kicked out of
your class because it is rea/y fan.
(Spelling and grammar are authentic.)
Throughout this year-long journey, I wanted to discover ways I could connect
these boys to reading and writing. Before that could talce place, I had to connect with
them. I learned to listen, observe, and pay attention to their conversations. They became
my teachers, showing me their interests, struggles, and successes in reading and writing.
We traveled with Ernest Shackleton in his failed attempt to cross Antarctica in the
early 1900s, To make the story come to life, we visited an IMAX theatre and viewed
Shackleton and his crew on a monstrous screen, We laughed when Robert, in A Day No
Pigs Would Die, tried to fmd himself a "pervert" at the Rutland Fair. We wrote our
version of "The Night Before Christmas" - "The Ghetto Night Before Christmas"--which
our principal read aloud over the speaker before the Christmas holidays. We partied
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when the whole class met our reading goals. We struggled through the dreaded yearly
achievement tests.
We each brought our own distinctive personality, strengths, and learning needs
into the classroom. I looked closely at the difficulties adolescent male struggling readers
and writers experience. I tried to concentrate on things they could do, not on what they
could not do. I was honored to share a small part in the education of these young boys. I
learned that ifl am not watching carefully, students' accomplishments can go unnoticed .

.

I.
I
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A Classroom of Cares
On the first day of school, the principal came into my classroom and said,
"You 're really trying to teach these kids something, aren't you?" Everything he had said
to me previously suddenly made sense. I had asked about textbooks and was told not to
worry about it. I had asked about lesson plans and was told there was no need to do
them. I'd never been in a teaching situation where no one cared what I did. So that
morning, when he entered my room and the students were actually working, he seemed
shocked.
I had just taken a position at Drake Alternative School. In the Gadsden City
School system, Drake was where we sent our drug dealers, weapon carriers, and general
thugs. Believe it or not, I had actually asked to be transferred there. I told my special
education coordinator that I wanted to teach in a place where the kids really needed
someone who cared. I felt as if I could make a difference in some of their lives.
Apparently, I was the only one who felt this way because my coordinator could not
believe I wanted to go and tried to talk me out of it; but I was persistent.
My students were all middle school age, grades six through nine. They came
from various schools in the system. Most of them either had parents who didn't care or
did not have parents at all. They had histories that read like rap sheets and were each
assigned to a probation officer. I, in my infinite wisdom, was determined to teach them
something.
The students were to be self-contained with me all day. I would teach every
subject except physical education. I even taught art for an elective. I had one teacher's
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aide, and she would be in charge of science, which left me some time for paperwork.
With some old Steck-Vaughn workbooks and some old textbooks we scrounged up, we
were off and running.
Being a lover of English and literature, I decided that the students would keep a
journal. This would be our daily morning ritual. Because I feared that some of them
would not participate, I started putting a "Daily Thought" on the chalkboard. This would
solve the "I don't have anything to write" problem. I told the students that they were
required to copy the daily thought, but that I would give extra credit for anything else
they wrote. I assured them that no one but I would read the journals and that no
· information would be used against them. I hoped they would use this, not just as a
writing assignment, but also an emotional outlet.
When I collected the journals at the end of the first week, I wasn't surprised to
see that some of the students had only written the "Daily Thought." What did surprise
me was that some of the kids had really poured out their hearts and souls. I read things
about drugs, violence, physical and sexual abuse-you name it, and they wrote it. The
mother in me came out, and I couldn't resist the temptation to write back to the students.
I made comments about happy things, I asked questions about sad things, and I offered
help for things that were dangerous. I even told them things about my life and problems
I was having. In red ink, I opened up my heart and let those students in.
After a few weeks ofmy responding, their journals changed drastically. The
students who had only copied the thought from the board were now writing about their
lives because they wanted a response, an answer, or a comment to let them know that
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someone cared, and I really did care.
That was one of the most memorable school years of my career. I stayed in touch
with several of those students. Some of them quit school, but if I saw them on the
streets, I would still make a point to stop and let them know where I thought they should
be. When I transferred from Drake to Gadsden High School, a few of them returned to
my classroom. Many of those kids fell prey to the streets, and one little girl was beaten
to death three years later while hitchhiking; she was seventeen. I went to her funeral and
watched her mother cry like a baby. It brought memories of Judy's journal and
everything she'd written about her mother not caring where she was or what she was
doing; but I also had memories of her telling me she loved me, and my constant reply
that I loved her too-always leaving her with a reminder that she needed to stay off the
streets at night and stop getting into cars with people she didn't know. Apparently, she
didn't heed my advice, but I sleep better at night knowing that I cared enough to give it,
and I think Judy knows, too.
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"Daily Language"
As a special education teacher, I've spent most of my time focusing on reading
and occupational skills. My exposure to teaching what most people perceive as writing
has been limited. However, in teaching students in grades K-5 to write good sentences, I
used a short daily activity which proved very successful.
Last year was my first real experience with a basal reader. I managed to
scrounge up enough teacher materials to use my school's newly adopted Harcourt
Collections Reading Series. In the suggested lesson plans, there was an activity called
Daily Language. It was simply two sentences with various grammatical and spelling
errors, which were given to the students daily to correct. It could be put on the board, a
transparency, a worksheet, or any other type of medium. The objective was simply to
correct the errors.

This task sounds very easy, but for many of my students, it was

sometimes a most difficult activity.
When we first started using Daily Language, I didn't count it as a grade because,
with only two sentences, there was virtually no room for error. However, I soon found
out that ifl didn't give credit for the short task, no one would do his or her best.
Subsequently, I started grading the activity and explained to my class that this was a very
important assigmnent since any incorrect responses could be devastating. This got their
attention and dramatically improved their performance on the Daily Language exercises.
Of course, many were the times that we had to do the activity together, and on
occasion, I had to be more flexible than they were aware of with my grade book. But,
overall, for such a simply executed activity it was a very helpful classroom tool.
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Daily Language Example

Correct the following sentences.

1.

grandfather pulled the enormus turnip from the garden
Grandfather pulled the enormous turnip from the garden.

2.

Nathan always daydreemed in mrs cohens class.
Nathan always daydreamed in Mrs. Cohen's class.
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A Sunday Drive

It talces a little bounce to get into my mother's truck. Once inside, I feel too small
to sufficiently handle this machine, which is like a huge green monster. "I hate this
thing. For the life of me, I can't understand why she wants it; will you please drive?"
"I guess so. Give me the keys." There is reluctance in my husband's voice and
I can tell that he is no more eager than I to set out for Birmingham in this monstrosity.
I'm not sure if anyone at the Summit has ever had a vehicle quite like this one, and I am
afraid that the mud flaps which read "Dirty, Mean, and Nasty," might draw unwanted
attention. But for today's outing, I need a truck.
As we ease down the driveway, I notice that my brother's chickens seem to have
multiplied since the last time we were here. They are wandering the yard in search of
food. We stop to let one cross, because they are not at all afraid of cars. We start down
Haynes Road where my parents live, knowing that the end result will be Highway 132,
which will start our trip. We only travel for a few miles on the small highway before we
!alee a left onto Tumlin Gap Road. At least, this is the official title--Altoonians just call it
Gallant Mountain, a name that is much more befitting.
I have traveled this mountain all my life, but I've never really looked at it until
today. As a teen, it always scared me to drive here because the road is like a winding
snake. The curves are so sharp in places that you have to almost come to a stop to corner
them safely. Either side is densely covered with trees of every kind and mountains of
kudzu, the ivy of the South. There are houses on the road, but they are not close as in a
suburb. They are just sprinkled here and there from beginning to end, which is only
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about three miles. Some of the driveways are so steep that, upon entering, it looks as if
you would drive off the mountain. As I look at the homes, I get a familiar feeling of
cheerleader practices and swimming parties from way back. The parents of my friends
still live here, but the girls, like me, have homes and families of their own elsewhere.
Toward the end of the road, the curves subside, but we hit one last bump that jars
the loose change in my mother's door pocket and shoots her enormous sunglasses onto
the seat. I put them on and look toward my husband: "Am I going to look like Mother?"
"If you start wearing those, you will--and frizzing your hair up." This comment
does wonders for my self-esteem.
At the end of the mountain, we turn right onto Gallant Road. This long straight
stretch seems to go on forever. The speed limit is forty-five, but everyone in this area
considers that more of a suggestion than a law. As we travel the road, I observe things
that I have always taken for granted: The small pond that is always covered with green
scum, the old homes that despite rusted tin and swaying boards are not only still
standing, but still occupied, and the recent addition of endless American flags, which are
the only new ornamentation adorning the dated dwellings.
As we grow closer to our destination, we pass a small Methodist church, Pleasant
Valley, to be exact, and I see the burgundy Rodeo that belongs to my best friend since
fourth grade. "Sonya and David are at church, which is where we should be right now."
I feel a wave of guilt for not being at the First Baptist Church of Altoona, which is my
usual Sunday morning destination.
As we reach the stop sign and take a left, I am surrounded by things that to
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someone passing through might seem unusual, such as The Kingdom Hall of the
Jehovah's Witness sitting directly across from Ink Master Tattoo, Inc. To people living
in Ashville, Alabama, this odd combination goes unnoticed. As we turn onto 59 South, I
know that the city waiting is nothing like the town I've left, but I feel good knowing that
I'm coming home to a place where we can eat "burnt chicken bones" and consider them a
delicacy.

I
I
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Shades of Pink
Carmine Sunday dresses
Ruby cheeks and cherry smiles
Innocence and youth
Prom gown garnished with a scarlet carnation
"Don't stay out too late!"
Crimson woman
Vermillion flowers, a trailing bow
Making way to a man of God
and a man in Jove
Fuchsia devotion embellished in passion
Nursery, tiny socks, small moments
Smells of infancy
A pastel room
Little rosy girls
Strawberry blond hair
Tea parties, lipstick, first dates
A mother's blushing pride
Growing up too fast
Pallid, needing color
Aged
Shocking coral cheeks, looking for
the colors of youth
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A Mother's Night Reflection
Bedtime stories, lingering hugs, tiny puckered kisses
Can't we stay up a little longer, they ask
Lights out, one by one
Stillness embraces the home
Quiet
Comforting
Secure

I

He sleeps peacefully nearby
A best friend, a soul companion
Sweet reflection of the day
A clear visualization
Of each daughter soundly asleep at that moment
curled bodies, deep breaths
dreamy minds, pure hearts
Each is protected
Whole
Contentment and gratitude
Envelop the mother's soul
A prayer that each night offers the same promise
Of completeness
Of safety
Ofhope
Eyes become heavy
as the busy day's activities take hold
The heart swells
And the mind takes refuge in the overwhelming
Feeling of bliss
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Ballet or Baseball?
"It's a girl!" the sonagrapher announces. We couldn't be more elated. My
husband, Scott, leaves the doctor's office screaming, "We're going to have a daughter!"
Neither one of us believed it would be a girl because sixteen years had passed since one
had been born on his side of the family, and even then, she was the fourth child. It was
commonly known that Shields' men predominantly produce boys.
Immediately, we related our great news to the rest of the family. No one accepted
the doctor's opinion. It couldn't be! However, their denial was soon displaced when
several months later, a beautiful little girl found her way into our lives. We named her
Kaitlyn.
Scott was extremely protective of her. Only a chosen few could hold her, and
even then, he would make certain that they weren't harboring some infectious germ.
Looking back, I can't help but smile when I think of the many precautions he took to
ensure her health and safety.
Because my husband was such a successful athlete in high school (MVP in two
sports), I once asked him if he wanted our daughter to follow in his footsteps. He
emphatically replied, "Absolutely not! My daughter will do 'girly' things like ballet and
dance. Those sports are for boys, not for pretty little girls." Well, that suited me just
fine because I was probably the most unathletic person I knew. I never played a sport in
my life. As my husband eloquently put it, I was a "girly" girl, one who took dance,
ballet, and piano lessons.
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Our tiny new daughter continued to grow over the next few years. At five years

old, she was a bubbly and beautiful child with strawberry blond hair and big brown eyes.

It was about that time that I introduced her to dance classes, much to my husband's
approval.
To say that she detested the classes is an understatement. We tried dance one
year and ballet the next. During the second year, she began to cry before each class. I
had already paid a small fortune for the recital costumes, so I gently encouraged her to
remain with the class until the recital was over. Once that was behind us, we never
looked back.
By this time, she was in the middle of first grade. One day, she asked me a
startling question. "Mommy, can I play basketball?"
"What?" I asked. Did my ears deceive me? She had never picked up a
basketball, for all I knew. "Well," I answered, "you'll have to run that by your dad."
Hmmm. This was going to be interesting.
"No!! You're a girl! You don't want to play basketball. You could fall down
and get hurt. For heaven's sake, you're the smallest in your class!" I knew that was
coming.
Kaitlyn came to me with her sweet puppy-dog eyes, and I said, "I'll talk to him.
Are you sure this is what you want?"
"Yes, Mommy. Please."
Well, I've always felt that it is important that a child be able to follow his or her
own interests, so I took the matter in my hands and approached Scott. It took a little
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persuading, but he agreed to think about it. He called around, found out more
information about the basketball program, and finally, he made his decision. He told
Kaitlyn that she could indeed play and that, as part of the deal, he would be her team's
coach. "That might work," I thought. Kaitlyn was so excited. She couldn't wait to
begin. One problem. We had no basketball goal. Scott suggested that we wait until we
knew for sure that this "basketball thing" was something she would really like. I could
tell that he expected her to change her mind.
Practices began soon afterward, and Kaitlyn did not have a clue how to play the
game. However, she just smiled; she really seemed to be having the time of her life. Her
biggest obstacle was gaining arm strength. She was so small that it was nearly
impossible for her to even get the ball near the goal.
Because she had never played the sport, every single concept had to be introduced
to her. Rebounds, free throws, steals, guards, offense, defense. It was all new.
Moreover, I was learning all about basketball right along with her. I was a mom in
training.
Her team enjoyed moderate success that season. She was the smallest and
youngest on the team. Her teammates, whose abilities were much more advanced,
watched over her. She never scored points, but she was beaming at every game. She
loved it! And I could tell that her dad enjoyed his role as well, so much so that we
bought her a basketball goal of her very own. Kaitlyn and Scott would play for hours,
and that's when I knew this man was truly starting to have a change of heart.
Soon after basketball season was over, Kaitlyn hesitantly asked Scott, ''Now that
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I've played basketball, can I play T-ball too?" To my surprise, he once again agreed as
long as he could coach, and once again, every facet of baseball had to be introduced to
my little girl, who for so long had known nothing of sports.
T-ball was a lot of fun. There was no scoreboard, and everyone got to play.
Every time I looked at my daughter on the field, I could plainly see the smile of
satisfaction on her face.
The following year, she played basketball again. The first time she rang a goal,
everyone in the stands stood up for her. I think it was a defining moment in her life, as
well as my husband's. She continued to improve and, the next year, was one of the top
scorers on the team. Who would have thought?
She progressed from T-ball to softball, and as before, her dad was the coach. A
memory that I will never forget is when our daughter was scoring the second homerun of
a game, and he was jumping up and down, baseball hat in hand, screaming for her to run
home. The pride on his face was inescapable. He scooped her up from home plate, and
swung her around for everyone to see. "This is my daughter!" he was screaming.
We had a good season that year as a young team, but the following year was one
in a million. We won our league, undefeated. Kaitlyn had continued to thrive, and her
dad couldn't have been happier.
I recently reminded my husband of his words that seemed to have come so long
ago. "Sports are for boys, not girls!" We both laughed and realized that we as parents
never know what's in store for our children.
Looking ahead, I know that Kaitlyn will cherish those moments she spent with
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her dad playing sports. There are many evenings that Kaitlyn approaches Scott with her
softball glove in hand, asking him to "throw the hall." Even after a long day at work, be
always accepts. I love to go in the back yard and just watch them together. It's so
satisfying, so magical.
Incidentally, God has blessed us with another daughter, and I can already tell that
her personal pursuits are quite in contrast of her older sister's. However, I welcome her
individuality, and I will make every attempt to nurture her interests; that is the lesson I
have learned. I look forward to many years of discovery and surprises, even if it means
one of my beautiful daughters is captain of the football team. Who knows?

I
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Brittany: A Case Study
Title I Reading at Arab Jr. High School in Arab, Alabama, was a new adventure
for me. I had taught reading classes in prior years, but this was different. My job was to
work with students who scored below the fifth stanine on their Stanford Achievement
Tests, scored below grade level on STAR, and/or received a referral from their English
teachers. I knew it would be a challenge, but I was determined to help them mend their
broken wings.
The Reading Specialist and I determined that we should keep our groups small
and workable. Therefore, I worked out a schedule that accommodated each of my Title I
candidates and their schedules. Seventh and eighth grade Title I students met with me in
my office to work one-on-one, practicing reading strategies and skills. Students in sixth
grade intervention reading class came to me during their scheduled class time. Their
reading teacher allowed me to divide her class into small groups and bring them with me
to the room adjacent to hers on a specified day of the week.
I quickly learned that although they were all in intervention, they did not have
similar reading problems. I then rearranged each group to connect similar personalities
and reading levels. This plan worked well for my students and me. We experienced
immense success with this plan, which their final STAR test scores reflected at the end of
the year. As a whole, the entire class advanced one year and six months in their reading
levels. Most reached their individual reading levels. All students in the class improved
their reading level scores, at least, by one year--even Brittany.
Reflecting on the first time I met Brittany, I remember that she was quite
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reclusive, and although her group mates wanted to sit next to me, she always kept her
distance. When I invited her to sit close with the group, she just smiled her uncertain
little smile and shook her head "no." When each student was asked to read aloud, she did
so reluctantly. As she read, I understood her reluctance. She struggled with almost
every word in front of her. I knew her test scores were quite low, but I did not imagine
that she would read this slowly. There were always heavy sighs from impatient
classmates while she read. As I listened and observed her over the next few weeks, her
problem was revealed to me. She had no self-confidence as a reader or participator. Of
course, she was slower than most, although she did not qualify for the Learning Disabled
class. Brittany knew her limitations, and the weight of them burdened her. Most of her
teachers expected nothing extra from her; they knew how to keep her within her
limitations. She did not know how to soar because no one had ever taken the time to tell
her, teach her, or show her that she too could fly.
The task was set before me. I stepped forth, determined to restore Brittany's
wings. Yes, I knew she was not quite as capable as the others were, but I also knew
tremendous potential, buried deep within her, needed to be discovered and unearthed.
She wanted to remain hidden beyond the group, as many of her other teachers allowed
her to do, but I refused to allow it. Without force or embarrassment, I worked to find
ways to engage her in our reading and discussion. I made certain to place her in a group
of students who would accept her, nurture her and make her feel a part of the group.
Gradually, she moved her desk closer to mine, realizing that I was her friend and not her
enemy.
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I tried many different strategies with these students-working in small groups,
reading short passages, reviewing study skills, and conducting think-alouds, which
allowed students to demonstrate comprehension and understanding orally as they read.
Together we discovered strategies that aided them in their own personal and academic
reading. However, I feel that constant encouragement was the biggest help for most of
them, especially Brittany. I searched and researched to find books on Brittany's grade
level that would be of interest to her. Together we discovered that she enjoyed real life
novels like those written by Judy Blume. Upon completion of each book she read, she
tested on Accelerated Reader successfully, which resulted in her getting the required
points for the six weeks. Subsequently, her success continued for most of the remainder
of the year.
As the weeks passed, Brittany revealed to me the many struggles she experienced
in her other classes. She felt as if she was working hard to learn, but she just was not
gaining understanding, and her grades reflected that. A ware of a one-on-one in-school
tutoring program at our school, I asked our guidance counselor to allow Brittany to
participate. I felt strongly that Brittany would achieve greater success while working
with an experienced tutor rather than trying to continue on her own, and my time with
her was so limited. Although the idea of improving Brittany's grades and her confidence
seemed daunting, my theory proved correct. She had the opportunity to work with our
professional tutor in the library each day during her assigned physical education class.
Not long after, Brittany was gaining understanding of her class material, her grades were
gradually improving, and her confidence was growing.
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While attending her daily tutorial, Brittany was befriended by a beautiful and
gifted eighth-grade library aide. A member of the math team, Savannah excelled in all
her courses. Brittany's esteem blossomed as Savannah not only demonstrated helpful
math skills, but friendship and acceptance, as well. Brittany made so many strides in her
schoolwork and her social confidence that the librarian requested her as an aide for the
following year.
Back in Title I, Brittany was beginning to find books she enjoyed and understood.
She began to meet her Accelerated Reader requirements each six weeks. Her STAR test
score climbed to the next grade level. She was not a reluctant reader anymore, and when
her group came to me, she was the first to move her desk close to mine. I realized as I
observed Brittany those last few days of school that she was not only taking flight, but
soaring.
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WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER
"United we stand,
Divided we fall."
Whether you 're short,
Or whether you're tall,
We're all in this together.
Dressing in the latest
Styles and fashion,
Or if keeping it simple
Is really your passion,
We're all in this together.
You may be pierced
In Jots of odd places.
You may possess beauty
Or ordinary faces, but
We're all in this together.

I
I '

Whether you walk the halls
Or tread them on wheels,
Whether you sit in the back
Or on your teacher's heels,
We're all in this together.
You may play the game,
Or entertain the fans.
You may be indifferent
Or cheer from the stands, but
We're all in this together.
Surrounded by friends,
Or going it alone,
Need the applause,
Or happy on your own,
We're all in this together.
No matter your status
Or color of skin,
Whether you're perfect,
Or whether you sin,
We're all in this together.
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Your family may not look like
His, hers, or mine,
You may color straight
Or reach beyond the lines, but
We're all in this together.
From birth to the end
We follow our own path, but
It all adds up.
You do the math.
We're all in this together.

I

I

l

I
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Creating Literature Classes That Invite Student Writing
Capturing our students' interest in reading and writing challenges us daily as
English teachers, as we try to craft curricula and approaches that engage those we teach.
Combining what we know about reader-response literary theory with what we know
about the connections between writing and learning can help us create classrooms in
which students want to read and write about literature.
Reader-response theory suggests that as we read, we construct meaning. Each of
us creates meaning that is never exactly the same for other readers or even for ourselves
at different times, since we bring the context of our lives and experiences to reading.
Given that each act of reading is unique, teachers should capitalize on this creation and
discovery of meaning. Classroom teachers who want to encourage a reader-response
approach should consider the advice of Louise Rosenblatt, an early proponent of reader
response theory, as they select works to be covered and teaching approaches to be used.
Rosenblatt suggests that literature teachers follow these guidelines:

•

The literature itself must have some connection to students' lives.

•

The approach must, in order to capitalize upon the students' lives, be
inductive.

•

Students must be involved, must be engaged to the point where the
discussion leads them ''to raise personally meaningful questions .... and to
seek in the text the basis for valid answers"(ix)
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Following up on Rosenblatt's advice, Leila Christenbury adds several ideas for
classroom application, noting the importance of having students talk about what they are
reading, creating a "community of meaning" in a classroom, avoiding constant lecture by
the teacher, allowing for students to connect the reading to their own lives, and finding
ways to affirm student responses (98).
My own way of acting on Rosenblatt and Christenbury's ideas is to combine
reading and writing through the use of writing-to-learn activities. Activities such as
these--brief, impromptu, and informal writing activities characterized by their
"exploratory, expressive, informal, personal, unedited/unfinished" nature--are meant to
enable students to determine their thoughts and understanding of what they are studying
(54). Writing-to-learn activities can be used across the curriculum, regardless of subject
matter, but are particularly powerful in literature classes.
Over the years, I have gathered ideas from other teachers and developed many of
my own such writing-to-learn assignments to help my students create meaning from the
texts they are reading. My term for such little writings is "engagements," and they have
the following characteristics:

i '

•

They are brief--taking no more than five to fifteen minutes.

•

They are specific--focusing on a key aspect or idea .

•

They do not have a single "right" or "wrong" answer.

•

They require "higher level" thinking skills.

•

They are flexible and adaptable.

•

They are graded primarily on content, not correctness.
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Additionally, engagements often require close reading and examination of the literary
texts students are re!!ding; they may have students collaborate in duos, trios, or larger
groups; and they may precede, accompany, or follow class discussion. Often, the
engagements lead to longer, more formal writing or to discussion questions on tests.
Descriptions of some of my students' favorites follow.
1.

So What...These "quick writes" give students time to focus their thoughts,
reactions, and emotional reactions to the works they are reading. Here are some
possible "So What" prompts.

2.

♦

So what did you think about ...

♦

So what did you feel when you read ...

♦

So what presented difficulties in your reading? Why?

♦

So what characters seemed most real to you? Why?

Shifting from One Genre to Another - Having students transform poetry to
prose, prose to poetry, or either to drama or report can often lead them to new
understanding. Susan Starbuck's guidelines for shifting prose to poetry are a
favorite of mine:

•

Select a piece of prose that you particularly like. It should contain
several strong images and some parallel structures. A passage with
several prepositions works especially well.

•

Underline the words and images that are the strongest for you, that
are emotionally charged or the most essential to the feeling of the
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passage.
•

Now, begin to play with these words and images. Find a satisfying
order for them. For example:
►

Use the lines for emphasis. Separate the images so that you
have one strong image per line.

►

Place the words that you think are the most important at the
ends of the lines.

►

Set off powerful single words on lines by themselves.

►

Indent lines that give details for other lines.

►

Make a "picture" on the page for the eye to follow as it
reads the meaning.

►

Use whatever parallel constructions you find in parallel
forms in your poem. For instance, start all your lines with
prepositions, -ing words, or infinitives.

•

Allow yourself to add new words or to change the words if they
seem cumbersome or if a new idea begins to emerge for you.
(Cited in Olson 218-219)

3.

Parallels - In these short writing assignments, students work with one work, two
separate works, or two or more lines or ideas from one work. The parallel lies in
having students make connections with their own lives, as these examples show.

•

Quotations and aphorisms--Walden and "Self Reliance" -- Students select
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a quotation from each on a similar subject and show how the quotes relate
to modern life.
•

Linkages-Students select three quotations on one topic from Poor
Richard's Almanc that show how a friend approaches his or her life, citing
specific examples from the person's actions and attitudes to show how this
is true.

•

Topics/themes-Relationships with parents or "innocence to experience"
can be explored in the study of "Those Winter Sundays" by Robert
Hayden.

4.

Companions - In the study of short stories, novels, or plays, these writings help
students make connections with characters that will lead to understanding of the
work and, possibly, of themselves.
♦

Students select a character that they like or feel similar to and
write about the connections they see. If they prefer, they can write
about a character they differ from.

♦

Students can create characters to represent themselves and insert
that character into the story.

♦

Students can write about the character or group of characters they
would most likely associate with and explain why.

5.

Other Spotlights on Character

♦

Using a passage with powerful character description, students
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write objective details in one column, their emotional reactions in
another.
♦

Working in groups on a list of questions about characters and their
motives, students present findings to the class.

♦

Studying a selection from a character's speech, students predict
actions.

6.

Lists - Using listing activities can help students focus their thinking, gather
information, examine key events, characters, or literary devices. List making can
· be followed by written response and/or class discussion.

7.

♦

List five key events of this story.

♦

Select five emotions evoked by this story.

♦

Find five literary devices in this poem.

Different Points of View - Students rewrite a part of a story from a different
vantage point from the one used by the author. For variety, a high school teacher
might use a children's book, such as The Jolly Postman, in which letters retell
familiar fairy tales from different vantage points, such as the story of Little Red
Riding Hood from the vantage point of the wolf.

8.

Reflections - Have students write about their reading, writing, and thinking
processes, using questions that require reflective reading and response.
♦

How did your reading ofxxx go? What was challenging? How
did you cope with this?

♦

What problems does the poetic form of xxx present to you? How
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did you deal with these?

* *

*

* *

Engagements can transform our literature classrooms since they provide an entry
point into the texts students are exploring. Their flexibility makes them adaptable across
grade levels; their brevity enables teachers to incorporate writing along with the study of
literature. The ideas generated in the engagments lead to powerful classroom discussion
and to longer, more finished writing assignments.
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Heartstrings
Kaitlyn and Sean had been a couple since the ninth grade. They had gone to
every homecoming, school dance, and prom together. Everyone would always comment
that they were destined to be together. Kaitlyn was an honor student, loved and adored
by all her teachers, and had a really great chance of receiving a Merit scholarship to
Tulane. Sean had been a starter on the football and baseball team, but Cs always came
naturally to him. Coach Wood was trying desperately to get Sean recruited to a Division
II A school, but so far, his efforts had yielded no results. The ACT was a stumbling
block for Sean. Having taken it three times, the best score he managed to come up with
was a seventeen. This was definitely discouraging to the colleges that were interested
because eighteen was the minimum. Kaitlyn and Sean had sworn that they would go to
the same school and get married as soon as they got their degrees, but hope for that was
starting to diminish. One afternoon, while watching MTV, Kaitlyn proposed to Sean that
he should go with her to Tulane and work. "Why would I want to go and wait on you
everyday to come home from school?" Sean bellowed.
"I thought it would be a solution to our problem," Kaitlyn whispered.
"That won't cut it; I would eventually end up being in your way." Sean had been
secretly thinking about her doing the same thing if he got an offer to a junior college.
On a Tuesday in March, Kaitlyn got the most important letter of her life. She
won the scholarship! It covered all expenses for four years. This was an opportunity that
couldn't be refused. Her parents were already considering student loans because her dad
had been laid off from the auto plant only three months earlier. There was no turning
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this down. She immediately called Sean to share the glorious news. "I got the
scholarship, Sean! Can you believe it?"
"That is great. You deserve it. " Sean wanted to be excited for her, but deep
down, he knew what would happen next. Sean didn't tell her that Middle Tennessee
State had called that same day and offered him a chance to play baseball. He kept the
news to himself because he knew that it would put a damper on their relationship. The
truth eventually came out, and they knew that there was only one choice--to have a long
distance relationship.
Their new lives started pretty much according to plan. They both came home
every other weekend for the next three months. Over time, the trips home became less
and less frequent, and soon they only spoke on the phone once a week. Lives had
changed, new friends had been made, and different paths in life had been formed. They
had grown apart.
It is now ten years later. Time for the high school reunion. Kaitlyn is married to

an accountant, and she teaches third grade. They have twins, Luke and Jake, who are
three. They live about twenty miles outside of New Orleans, in Slidell. Sean has
recently gotten divorced. He coaches junior high football in Memphis. He has an
eighteen-month-old daughter named Emma. Kaitlyn is anxious to see Sean again. They
had spoken a couple of times over the past two years, but had not seen each other face to
face in over four.
There he is across the room, reliving old times with the boys. He glances up in
time to see her, and takes a deep breath. "She looks incredible," he thinks to himself.
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After a few brief salutations, she makes her way to that side of the room. They smile and
exchange small talk about family, job, and friends. When it comes time to return to their
respective parties, she squeezes his hand and says, "Time may pass, and love fade, but
wherever I go and whatever I do, you will always have a string to my heart. In this
lifetime, we meet and love people. Some may be for life, others only briefly, but each
one takes the strings to your heart." Then she turns and walks away.
Sean smiles and pats his heart. "I feel the same way."
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Love Is ...
Love is always compromising
Saying," You're right," when I know he's not
Putting the air conditioner on 70 degrees
Eating Chinese food for second time this week.
Love is always forgiving
Making a mistake with the checkbook
Forgetting his one request at the grocery store
Not washing his favorite shirt that day
Putting the toilet paper on the wrong way.
Love is always supportive
When I go back to school for that second degree
Dealing with the loss of a loved one
Watching TV shows that have no interest to you
Losing that extra winter weight.
Love is always changing
Accepting the people in my life for who they are
Knowing that I am not going to look as good at 40 as
I did at 20
Realizing that my husband can also be my best friend
Loving each other more today than we did when we met.
Love is Dion
The one who lights up my world
Who compliments me every day on what I wear
Who thinks I am the greatest teacher in the world
Who praises my cooking even when it deserves prayer
The love of my life
My best friend
That is what love is.
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"The First House on the Left"
"Come on over, we're always home. Remember, it is the first house on the left on
Medders Street." You can always hear my husband telling people that on the phone,
anytime day or night. It is my first grown-up house since I've been married. We
purchased it from an elderly gentleman named Carlton Humphries. This name is
significant because his mail can be seen daily on my kitchen table. When we bought the
green house, it had the worst earth-toned, '70s decor that God had ever created. One year
later, it has been transformed into a very modem home. You always need a jacket when
you visit my home because my love, Dion, isn't human and keeps the temperature on
sixty-eight degrees. The cold, crisp air enfolds you when you open the door. The
comforting sounds of the television keep me company twenty-four hours a day.
The eyesore of my house is the rainbow beach towel that still acts as a blind in
the master bathroom. The bathroom has been newly wallpapered, and there, nailed to the
window, is the beach towel. It is something always on my to-do list, but never gets done.
You always smell pomegranate when you drop by to visit. I should own stock in
the Heritage Candle Company because I constantly have one of their candles burning.
Eagerly awaiting to greet you at the chain link fence is my snow-white Labrador,
Reagan. We leave the screened in back door open, so he can eavesdrop on our
conversations. There are two household staples that we can eternally provide: Dr. Pepper
and Chex Snack Mix. We won't let you go hungry with those two items in the pantry!
My husband wants to upgrade to a bigger home, but I can't part with my first
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grown-up house just yet. I love the feeling of comfort I get knowing that at the end of
the day I am going home.
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"Today I Feel Lucy Gets An A"
Teaching writing by itself is an overwhelming responsibility, but factor in
grading writing, and you're ready to jump off the rooftop! I found it very challenging to
come up with a method for evaluating student writing. In my mind, what got an "A" one
day could be a "B" the next, depending on my mood. A very complicated and detailed
rubric left my fifth grade students extremely bitter and frustrated. A light bulb came on
for me one day when I decided to evaluate only one concept in each piece of writing.
For example, on one day's work, I graded solely on capitalization. I looked at and
marked only the errors in capitalization, ignoring the other errors. I found it was easier
to keep my grading focused, and the children had a lot more understanding of what that
grade reflected.
Self-criticism is my downfall, and I find myself questioning whether this way of
grading is the right way. As teachers, we are sticklers for rules, and this way of grading
is not orthodox in the world of English teachers. Let me expand my idea: by the end of
the year, I add more concepts to the grading of each piece. To me, this layering approach
establishes a foundation for what the students should be doing in their writing over a
period of time. Although many skeptics would disagree with my method, it has proven
effective in my classroom.
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Abrahamson, Richard F. "Sipping Applejack with Steinbeck." Voices from the Middle
9.2 (2001): 48-49.
"What book made the biggest difference in your life? What was that difference?"
Richard F. Abrahamson ponders these two questions personally and academically, and
then assigns them as essay topics for his students. The sharing of his most inspiring
reading and how it relates to the various stages of his life challenges me to think of the
book that has made the biggest difference in my life. Now, I want to put that charge
before my students.
For Abrahamson, the book that made the biggest difference in his life is Travels
with Charley by John Steinbeck. He recalls reading it for the first time as an adolescent
and most recently reading it after the September 11 tragedy. Posing these questions as
thinking, responding, and composing prompts connects the actions of reading and
writing.
Denise Haskins
Carlson, G. Robert and Sherill, Anne. Voices ofReaders: How We Come to Love Books.
Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers of English, 1988.
Carlson and Sherrill provide an insightful look into the minds of readers, in hopes
of revealing to teachers what motivates them to read. Voices ofReaders publishes
responses from readers of all ages and stages of life. The book exhibits the voices of the
real reader, and it is a truthful look at what makes students want to read.
Leslie Smith
Doris, Ellen. "Making Changes." Doing What Scientists Do: Children Learn to
Investigate Their World. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 1991. 161-170.
Ellen Doris.discusses the importance of teaching science in the elementary
grades. Doris reminds one that science should not be about memorization of facts, but
about investigation and exploration. She believes children learn best under these
circumstances. She stresses the importance of teachers taking a different approach, one
of scientist, investigator, and observer. Ellen Doris also believes that the problem most
teachers have is a lack of confidence and a Jack of knowledge. She explains that these
problems or boundaries can easily be overcome by exploring, questioning, and
experimenting just like the kids do. To expand interests in the outside world, she suggests
the teacher begin at his/her own level with questions that will lead to an increased
confidence and ability as an investigator, and if needed, get help through workshops,
special coursework, or friends and fellow teachers. Doris conveys an important reminder
for teachers overcoming the obstacles of teaching science. She reports that while some
teachers are willing to make great strides toward change, rearranging their entire
classroom to accommodate science needs, others simply need to be willing to make a
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change, regardless of how small, because even these changes will lead to important
improvements in science programs.
Jackie Campbell
Hubert, Karen. "Adventure." Teaching and Writing Popular Fiction. New York:
Teachers and Writers Collaborative, 1983. 56°78.
Hubert tells the characteristics of an adventure hero and an adventure story. She
tells her reader about the personality of one of her students and uses excerpts from his
adventure story to show how writers' work is affected by who they are. There is also a
sample of Hubert's adventure writing and an admonition to teachers to write and read
what they have written to their students. Finally, there is a section of adventure writing
prompts.
Suellen Brown
Kerrane, Kevin, and Ben Yagoda. The Art ofFact: A Historical Anthology of
Literary Journalism. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997.
The Art ofFact is an anthology of fiction excerpts, put together to show the use
of description in non-fiction writing. It is a good tool for teaching upper-level students
to write non-fiction pieces effectively. The excerpts are quite interesting, and some of
the biographical narratives would be excellent for author studies and character
introduction. There is a piece on Ernest Hemingway, which gives insight to his life and
daily activities. Students could read this as opposed to a novel and still gain knowledge
and information about Hemingway's life.
Karla McArthur
Klausman, Jeffrey."Teaching about Plagiarism in the Age of the Internet." Teaching
English in the Two-Year College 27.2 (December 1999): 209-212.
In this timely article, Jeffrey Klausman points out how paper writing for students
has changed since the Internet became available. He says that one negative change is that
plagiarism is on the rise among student writers, especially since so many of them use
more electronic sources for writing than they do print sources, if they are given that
choice (209). One possible reason for this, he theorizes, is that Internet sources do not
seem as personal as print sources, so students often consider that copyright laws do not
apply. Klausman suggests that, to combat this rise of plagiarism, teachers must, early in
a course, define for students the types of plagiarism: "direct plagiarism," taking
another's words and saying they are one's own; "paraphrase plagiarism," using another's
ideas in words very close to those of the original writers; and "patchwork plagiarism,"
when writers take the ideas of another and "patch" them as their own (209-210). He
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suggests that teachers use samples of the three kinds of plagiarism to discuss with
students how to correct plagiarism problems. He also cautions teachers to always require
students to turn in paper copies of any source used. He concludes that if teachers educate
students about plagiarism and let them know that teachers are beginning to be able to
"catch" plagiarism from Internet and other sources more readily, students will soon learn
that this particular form of academic dishonesty is not in their best interests.
Gloria Horton
Miller, Debbie. Reading with Meaning. Portland: Stenhouse, 2002.
An elementary school teacher wrote this book. It focuses on teaching children
comprehension strategies. The book takes the reader through an entire school year,
giving specific examples of strategy lessons. Debbie Miller shows how to create a
classroom where students love to read and write. She details how her students learn to
become thoughtful, independent, and strategic readers. She models lessons for inferring,
asking questions, making connections, and finding the important parts in a text. Book
clubs are used to teach children to share their thinking.
Heather Church
Moore, Bill. Reading/or Whole Language Leaming: 1001 Practical Ideas for Teaching
Language Arts. Markham, Ontario: Pembroke Publishers Limited, 1989.
Anyone who has participated in the Alabama Reading Initiative (ARI) will
recognize each chapter in this book as a component of an ARI module or a module
within itself. The chapter, ''Nuts and Bolts," contains strategies for word attack and basic
comprehension skills. "Good Questions Are the Answer" gives practical advice on openended questions and reminds the reader that with any good question comes critical
thinking. Another section of the book addresses prose, poetry, and drama. As one
approach, the author recommends reading small bits of poetry in class everyday, and he
lists some points of discussion that can be used with most poems. Two chapters deal with
the speed of reading and listening to a reader. This can be associated with the testing
technique from the Alabama Reading Initiative called the Qualitative Reading Inventory
(QRl), in which the teacher listens to the student read a passage and marks the student's
oral miscues. Although this specific test is not mentioned in the book, it does mention the
three levels of reading that the QRl measures. Included in the last chapter are other
means of assessment. Finally, there is an added bonus ofa list of reference books at the
end of the book.
Kim Gomez
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Morton, Jessica G. Kids on the 'Net: Conducting lntemet Research in K-5 Classrooms.
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 1998.
Jessica Morton presents a wonderful example of how to use the Internet in K-5
classrooms. She chooses one topic to cover for the whole year, which allows the students
to become very familiar with this topic. This gives the students an opportunity to use
critical thinking skills to formulate good questions. Using experts from different parts of
the world teaches the mechanics of using computer e-mail. A sense of ownership is
achieved when the student receives an e-mail answer to his or her own question.
Thorough directions and explanations of procedures are included in the text to help the
reader, should he or she want to incorporate the idea into his or her own classroom.
Morton also tells of her triumphs and failures as she tried different strategies of
incorporating the Internet.
Charlotte Hindman
Nathan, Ruth. Strategies That Work: An Elementary Teacher's Guide to Process Writing.
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 1989.
The writing classroom should be set up to be forty-five minutes long. Ruth
Nathan believes the first five to seven minutes should be a focused lesson. The writing
time, which varies, should be spent doing one of the following: creating a topic,
webbing, group sharing, or conferencing. The book provides many tips for how to hold
conferences, set up one's classroom, and focus lessons.
Michelle Williams
Parsons, Les. "Developing Small-group Discussions" and "Evaluating Response
Journals." Response Joumals. Markham, Ontario: Pembroke Publishers Limited,
1990. 55-72.
Parsons views cooperative learning as a powerful teaching strategy. He would
like to see response journals play a big role in that process. He suggests teachers plan
carefully and coach students how to get the most out of these journals. Response journals
can help students focus as a group, no matter the difficulty of content or task. They can
also allow students to comment on group discoveries. Parsons warns his readers not to
use a written component to a small-group discussion. If one is used, the teacher must
prepare students by explaining the purpose and value of the writing. Teachers should
avoid asking students to report on other students' responses or findings and using
discussions as rehearsals for essay-writing. He encourages teachers to ask students to
record information about a topic, trade and read others' responses to enhance effective
small-group discussion skills, and use these as expression of themselves in sharing their
opinions, feelings, and knowledge with others.
When evaluating response journals, Parsons suggests first stating objectives and
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criteria fully to students. Of course, the objectives need to support the learning process.
He suggests checking them over two or three weeks informally or with self-evaluation
checklists. By periodically viewing their progress (formative evaluation), teachers will
better be able to tell if students have met the criteria (summative evaluation). He suggests
that using this on-going and comparative evaluation process will give a better picture of
student progress. To make this even more effective, Parsons suggests including students
in brainstorming a list of criteria with the teacher, but leaving about twenty-five percent
teacher chosen.
Vicki Everett
Purves, Alan C., ed. Tapestry: A Multicultural Anthology. Princeton: Globe Book
Company, 1993.
This anthology focuses on young adult, multicultural literature. It defines
"culture" and why it is important to study and compare and contrast the customs, rituals,
and heritage of the many different cultural groups represented within the framework of
the United States population.
Enithie Bradford
Tovani, Cris. I Read It, But I Don't Get It: Comprehension Strategies for Adolescent
Readers. Portland: Stenhouse, 2000.
Model, model, model! Tovani reiterates the importance of teacher modeling
throughout this book. Although the book focuses on reading comprehension skills,
numerous writing activities are given to aid in building comprehension. Tovani teaches
the importance of treating students with respect and constantly showing them how
"good" readers and writers think. This book applies mainly to students in grades six
through twelve. Teachers can connect Tovani's anecdotal accounts of typical classroom
conversations and student examples to their classroom scenarios and students. The
appendix contains reproducible access tools including double-entry diaries,
comprehension constructors, and coding sheets, all of which incorporate the
reading/writing connection. Tovani is a high school reading specialist and English
teacher. She is also a nationally known consultant, but she chooses to continue teaching
full-time.
Lisa Light

